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Mink Coaxes For Fish.

Mr. C. H. Eastman relates an inter
esting mink story:
A few days ago while going up the
stream he met Arthur Dodge who told
him o f the actions o f a mink that day.
He said that an old mink with a young
one in her mouth had been following
U. M. C. Cartridges and Shot Shells have U. M. C. Quality behind them him for some time. She seemed to
lose all fear and would come up to
Behind U. M. C. Quality are the most skilled “ ammunition specialists.”
Shoot U. M C. Cartridges in all o f your rifles and U. M. C. Shot Shells in within a dozen feet and there wait un
til he moved up the stream. Then she
all o f your guns. All dealers carry U. M. C.
would move as far as he did. She did
this for some time without his thinking
“ U. M . C. Q uality" is as old as the “ best.”
that she was coaxing him to divide his
catch with her.
TH E UNION M ETALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
On hearing this a bystander told one
Agency, 313 Broadway, New York City.
t >
• i
,
that occurred at Sourdnahunk. There
Depot, 86-88 First S t.! San Francisco, Cal.
Bridgeport, Conn. were a lot of drivers at the dam and
one of them sat down on the dam and
began to fish. A s he landed his trout
For the First Spring Fishing for Landlocked Salmon and he placed them down behind him. He
was rather surprised, however, to find
Square Tailed Trout, go to the
that the fish always disappeared before
he could place another beside it. A fter
this had happened several times he be
gan to accuse the men o f stealing
R A N G E L E Y ,
MAINE.
them. They replied that if he would
Send for Illustrated Booklet, free.
|
watch he would see what was happen
RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL COMPANY', Ranjreley, Maine,
ing. He did so and soon saw a mink’s
John B. Marble, President.
Henry M. Burrows, Treasurer.
head appear in close proximity to his
last fish and the mystery was solved. —
Millinocket Journal.

RANGELEY

LAKE

REPEATING

SHOTGUNS

No matter how big the bird, no matter how heavy its plumage or
swift its flight, you can bring it to bag with a long, strong,
straight shooting Winchester Repeating Shotgun. Results are what
count. They always give the best results in field, fowl or trap
shooting, and are sold within reach o f everybody’s pocketbook.
FREE: Send name and address on a postal card for our large illustrated catalogue.

W I N C H E S T E R R E P E A T I N G A R M S CO.. N e w H a v e n , CONN.

HOUSE,

ANNOUNCEMENT.

E WISH to announce to the public that we have leased a large territory at the foot of
Kennebago lake and have built there a set o f camps which we will open to our pa
trons and friends the coming season. This new establishment in connection with
our camps at Beaver Pond will give our guests the manifold advantages of a very large
tract in which to hunt and fish. Our guests will be able to get both lake and stream fishing
and fish o f excellent size both salmon and trout may be had. We have our own steamboat on
Kennebago lake, also buckboards making two or more trips daily from Rangeley Lake House
to connect with our steamers. Daily mail service is assured, also both telephone and tele
graph connections. All telegrams will be immediately forwarded from Rangeley. We wish
to say that either of our establishments are ideal places for women and children. The alti
tude is high, 2000 feet, thus making hay fever and like diseases unknown. Our terms are
$2.00 per day per person; $1.25 for guides’ board. We furnish reliable guides on application.
Parties can leave Boston at 9 o’clock a. m., on either the Eastern or Western division o f the
Boston & Maine railroad for Portland. Maine Central to Farmington and the Sandy River
and Phillips & Rangeley railroads to Rangeley, or from Portland via Maine Central to Rumford Junction, Portland & Rumford Falls railroad to South Rangeley and the Rangeley
Lakes steamboats to Rangeley7. From Rangeley our buckboards convey parties direct to our
camps. All inquiries cheerfully answered. Write us early for any particulars; we are sure
we can satisfy you. We make special rates by the month. Let us hear from you that we
may reserve some o f our best accommodations for you. Address

W

Ed Grant & Sons., Kennebago or Beaver Pond, Me.
CLOVER

LEAF

GANGS

AND

CASTING

HOOKS

Are just what you have been look
ing for. They will make all kinds o f
bait float upright and appear natural fd l $
whether the bait is alive or dead.
»
W onderfully effective in the capture v y
o f salmon, lake trout, bass, pike, pick- V
erel, etc. Try these rigs for salmon
'*<
when the ice goes out and convince
CLOVER LEAF GANG.
yourself o f their superiority over all other tackle.
Will catch fish under all
conditions.
W rite for booklet and prices and
order through your dealer.
W.
Whitehall,

E.
-

KOCH,
-

New York.

CLOVER LEAF CASTING HOOK.

W ALTER

I). HINDS.

Maine’s Leading Taxidermist, Portland, Me.
Under Lafayette Hotel.
642 Congress Street.
Send y o u r Heads and Fish for mounting to W.
H. Hatch, Cornish, Me. Carved panels, prices
no higher.
M OC C ASIN S. All kinds. First-class workman
ship. Catalogue free.
M. L. Getchell & Co., Monmouth, Me.

N illustrated folder and map tells
A
why Blakeslee Lake (’ amps
with its varied phases o f sport and
summer life is one o f the most de
lightful resorts in the world.
J os. H. W hite , Prop’r., Eustis, Me.

CARRY POND CAMPS.
Parties Getting All the Trout Needed For
the Tables Here.
[Special correspondence to M a in e W ood s .]

B ingham , June 1*2, 1905.

Fishing at the Carry ponds has been
the very best this season. One hundred
|and twenty-five have registered thus
far and all have taken all the trout they
needed. Mr. Lane has had to deny a
number o f parties for want of accom
modation but is able now to accommo
date all who come. Two more large
cabins are to be built the coming sum
mer. Trout run larger than last sea
son. Late arrivals:
John P. Day. J. M. Dunham and wife, J. P.
[ Carpenter, Huntington Lee, E. E. Leach, W. A.
Dolan, N. S. Atwood, Boston; F. W. Briggs, A. H.
j Pushor, G. Wayness, Jr., Pittsfield; Robert I.
Richardson, William Remington, New York; E.
G Houghton, Dr. R. A. Baldwin, Henry Adams,
H. K. Cooley, Springfield; Karl Waldinger, Elberfield, Germany; C. E. Brooks, Atlanta, Ga.; L.
Goodwin, W. E. Hackett, J. F. Williams, J. A.
Philbrick, Dr. Charles Viles, Edwin Gledhill and
wife, A. E. Lawrence, E. A. Carr, Skowhegan;
H. B. Barrett, Albany, N. Y .; Irving Swett, Ban
gor; E. W. Grover, Farmington; Dr. H. H. Never.--,
Bingham; A. E. Craig and wife, A. P. Dunham
and wife, U. W. Nash, W. H. Given, A. L. Doug
lass, J. C. Gerry, C. D. Bagley, Portland; J. G.
Forrest Boston; A. D. Gahan, Brunswick; M. S.
Collins and wife, Maranocook; W. A. Whitten, T. |
L. Cleaves, E. B. Coker, Saco; George L. Farwell, Arthur Farwell, Newton Center; L. E. Wil
cox, F. D- Smith, Meriden; D. W. Webber, Lew
iston; J. P. Derby, Fitchburg; W. H. H. Ward,
Amherst; N. B. Brooks and wife, Frank S- Eddy,
Wellesley Hills; J. C. Hodge, Malden; Dr. M:
Farnham, Dr. G. W. Hutchins, Waterville; Arnold
Heilborn and wife, Providence.

L iv e Y

To Camp Ownrs.
DON’ T FORGET THE ’ 05 EDITION,
Sportsmen’ s Guide Book

“ In The Maine W oods.”
Bangor & Aroostook R. R.
192 pages, over 100 half-tone and color
illustrations. Sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address Dept. I.
C. C. BROWN, G. P. & T. A.,
Bangor, Maine.

THE

Many owners o f camps who have
Maine W oods regularly but who have
had no camp news in our columns for a
long time past, if ever, would do well
to send us a little new's about their peo
ple and their attractions. We would
print it and it would pay the camps
well. W e like to have mail sent to us
as early as Monday for the current
week, w’hen possible.
J. W. B rackett Co.,
Phillips, Maine.

R A N G E L E Y

LAKES.

T H E V A C A T IO N SEASON is not complete without a trip to
this region.
TH E RUMFORD F A LLS LINE reaches direct and makes
close connections with the steamers for all points on the Lakes.
TH RO U G H PULLM AN P A R L O R CARS between Portland
and Oquossoc during the Tourist Season.
Booklet and time table mailed upon application to
R. C. B R A D F O R D . Traffic Manager, Portland. Maine.

ankee.

To the fisherman, there is no music like the hum of the reel, no

Patronized by a select class o f sportsmen only.

sport so rare as that of playing the

For Congress.
Lexington Notes.

When people speak of the next con
E. A . BUCK A COM PANY,
(Special correspendence to M a in e W ood s .)
gressman from the Third Congressional
B angor,
Maine.
district, the name of General E. S. Boss
L e x i n g t o n , June 12, 1905.
Sporting Moccasins all kinds.
N. C. Burbank o f Freeman while in of Willimantic is sure to be prominently
Send for Catalogue.
town went fishing on Michael stream |brought up.
PICKFORD’ S CAMPS.
Tnere are plenty of other good men
with a party o f five.
They spent
a very pleasant day taking their dinner of Windham county available, but
along and cooking trout as they had things seem to point to General Boss as
Eleven Fish Taken on First Day’ s Arrival caught enough by noon for their dinner. : the man o f the hour and the man for
T A K E N IN TH E
A. J. Lane and wife are at Carry ' the place.
Some Weighing Nearly 4 Pounds.
As a matter of fact, since the name
ponds for the summer with their son,
[S p ecial corresp on den ce to M a in e W o od s .]
Henry Lane. They report the fishing j of General Boss was brought forward
R a n g e l e y , June 12, 1905.
very good at that place and a good num j for the elevated station o f congressman
|from this district, others who aspired
Many are the improvements noticed ber o f guests are in camp.
for the office have dropped out o f the
George
D.
Clark
o
f
New
Vineyard
at P ick ford’ s Camps this year.
was at J. M. Nuttings’s one day re contest, giving way to General Boss
Several o f the camps are engaged for
cently and fished a few hours on Alder and, it is presumed, will use their in
and the many Hotels and Camps furnish excellent accommodations
the season by parties from New York
fluence in his behalf.
stream.
' City.
to all. Write for illustrated booklet to
There is no need to rehearse at this
Quite a number from out o f town
Mr. Corcoran and Dr. Brown, with have been at this place fishing o f ” late. time the reasons why General Boss
their guide, caught eleven fish the first Warren Nutting and Harry Calwell of should be the man nominated for con
F. N. BEAL, Phillips, Me.,
G. M. VOSE, Kingfield, Me.,
day they arrived, some o f the salmon , Madison were in town recently catch gress. Every voter of the Third Con
Supt. S. R. R. R.
Supt F. & M. Ry.
weighing nearly 4 pounds and a number 1ing a good string o f trout on Big Alder. gressional district knows o f the man
o f good sized trout.
P. J. Williams o f this place was at and o f his record. No man in the en
Late arrivals at these camps are: Spence pond and camped over night, tire district is better qualified to repre
bringing home a string o f large trout,
Geo. C. Farrington, F. W. Damon, one weighing 4 pounds, one 3 pounds sent us in congress than General E. S.
Arlington, Clark Hill, guide; Geo. H. i and one 3 5-8 pounds. They were fine B oss.—Willimantic (Conn.) Journal.
Lowe, Geo. W . Gage, Chas. F. W y looking and trout worth catching. He
man, Burt W . Rankin, Arlington, Wm. and his two boys were also at Butler
M a in e W oods readers are requested
pond a short time ago catching about
Porter and Leonard Ross, guides; H. S. eighty trout.
We often get enquiries from parties who want a bunch of. circular! wi
t© contribute items and articles about
Hardy, New York City; Frederic S.
Maurice Lane and Lester Williams th eir experience in the!woods fo r publi
Hoeckley, Brooklyn; J. Brewer Cor were at Spence pond fishing a few days cation in M aine W oods and those who camps and hotels in Maine and of Railroad and Steamboat linM. W«
coran and w ife, Dr. D. J. Brown and ago.
P. J. Williams was at Hancock pond have photographs to g o with the stories send these free of charge for the benefit of advertisers in Main* W ood*
wife, Springfield, Joe Lamb, B. Mc- recently bringing home a trout that should send them.
w eighed 4 1-2 pounds.
J. W B r ac k e t t Co .
Card, guides.

Spotted Trout or

Landlocked Salmon

Dead River Region or

The Rangeley Lakes,

INFORMATION FREE.

and our readers.

Maine Woods Information Bureau, Phillips, M a t e

MAINE

WOODS,

JUNE

16,

MOUNTAIN VIEW HOUSE NOTES.

1905.
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Some of the People Who are There at ' Canvas
MODEL 1894, .25-20 CALIBRE

fflar/in

Present.

Row Boats

[Special correspondence to Maine Woods.]

Repeating Rifle

M o u n t a in V i e w ,

and Canoes.

June 14, 1905.

“ Penobscot” Model, Guides’ Sponson and Special Elegance CanoePerfect June days, with field and Write
for our 1905 Catalogue.
,

Uses the .25-20
ffla r Cartridge as herewith
forest in all their summer beauty com
illustrated, also the .25-20 ffla r/ in Smokeless and
bine to make this *» most fascinating
and delightful place, not only for the
.25-20 ffla r/ in High Velocity Cartridges.
The .25-20 7/2ar//si is one o r the handiest arms made and ac
curate for 300 yards, with light report and little recoil. Its bulletjs
more reliable than a .22 calibre and the barrel does not foul as rapidly.
It will kill cleanly and quickly without tearing.

Tfczrf/i2 Rifles and Shotguns have
solid-top actions and eject at the side—important features.

Let us send you our 1905 Catalog and our
book of real
r/ / ft Experiences,free,
on receipt of 6c postage.

jf/ie 77/ar/i/i firea rm s
33 W ILLOW STREET, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

fisherman but those who wish to pass
vacation days in an ideal spot.
G. J. Rugg and wife o f Worcester,
who spent last season in Europe, arrive ■last week, have- Cliff MeKenney
for guide and are having good luck,
taking all the fish they want although
no big ones have yet come to their net.
Dr. H. F. Hamilton of Boston after
an absense o f several years has re
turned, and is greatly enjoying the fly
fishing on Rangeley lake. Archie Ben
nett is his guide.
N. N. Thayer and wife also from
Boston who have for a month been in
camp at t e Barker, are spending some
time here, hoping they will capture a
big salmon.
, V. F. Prentice o f Worcester and guide
Bert Herrick have returned from a
weeks’ tramp, going to Grants camps
at Kennebago and Seven ponds. They
had fine fly fishing and saw severa'
deer.
Chas. W. Porter of Lynn stoped here
this week on their way to Dodge pond
where they have opened their camp for
the summer.
Their daughter and
husband, Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Atherton
of Boston accompanied them.
Geo. T. Cutler of Boston who early in
the season spent two weeks here, was
so much pleased with the place he has
returned to spend the summer.
H. W. Clark o f Watertown with
David Haines, guide, are still fishing.
Mr. Clark caught three handsome
“ silver beauties” one day this week
w eighing 3, 3 1-4 and 3 1-4 pounds each.
Automobiles with parties often come
this way for they find the roads good
i and they make quick trips from Rangej ley-

ber, Messrs. G. M. Robinson, S. H.
Palmer, James Campbell, F. S. Ransay, J. R. MacGarr, T. A. Sheehan, M.
LADIES ARE STILL GETTING MORE Posner.
The nearly 200 shade trees, which
FISH THAN THE MEN.
were this spring planted on the hotel
grounds, are looking fine.
Automobile Parties and Others Who Are
Miss Morris of New York is at
Enjoying the Beauties of June at the Rangemere, the guest o f her sister,
Mrs. H. M. Burrows.
Rangeley Lake House.
Monday, June 5 was a red letter day
[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]
according to the fish record, 11 salmon
Rangeley , June 13, 1905.
being taken, five of them by the ladies.
June is recognized as one of the most
Mrs. W. C. Halleck o f New York is
delightful months of the year here and
still taking the lead and brought in a
an unusually large number of visitors
fine pair 3 1-2 pounds each, Vid Hinkare enjoying its pleasures. Nature is
ley guide.
in her most charming mood, the air
Mrs. Wm. a . Pierce of Portsmouth,
exhilarating, the fragrant forest and
glisting waters of the wilderness in- : N. H., Loring Haley guide, a pair,
viting all to tarry here and be happy.
|3 1-4 and 4 pounds and her friend, Mrs.
One o f the parties who greatly en J. K. Cogswell, one 3 3-4 pounds.
H. H. Chandler o f Boston, 4 1-2
joyed their ten days’ sojourn was Ad
miral J. K. Cogswell and wife and their pounds, I. Tibbetts guide.
friends, Wm. A. Pierce und wife of
C. F. Hill, Southbridge, 4 pounds and
Portsmouth, N. H. They had great his >'riend, H. R. Harris, 3 1-2 pounds,
luck fishing and the ladies are honor Natt Carr guide.
ably mentioned on the fish record. The
A. H. Johnson, Malden, 4 1-2 pounds,
party while here caught fifty-eight H. Tibbetts guide.
salmon and twenty-one trout, but
E. Guckenhermir, New York, 31-4
killed only what they wished to eat.
pounds, 4 pounds, Mell Tibbetts guide.
Mrs. A. F. Breed of Lynn and Mrs.
Tuesday, June 6, Samuel O. Lunt of
L. H. Bowdoin of.Salem are on their
Boston, with A. Tibbetts guide, caught
annual trip, remaining at the hotel
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE.
two 3-pound salmon.
while their sons, A. F. Breed and A. H.
Dr.
W.
C.
Halleck
of
New
York
had
Proctor are passing the time at Hill
side, their pretty camp on the lake a great day fly fishing. Although he Clam Eake on Shore of Mooselookmegunlanded but one 3-pound salmon, he
shore.
tic Lake, a Rare Thing.
brought to the boat one o f 5 or 6
C. S. Howell of New York City is
[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]
pounds and caught several 2 pounds
here for an extended stay.
each. In fact, he declared “ it was one
H aines L anding , June 15, 1905.
The other evening C. P. Stevens was o f my best day’s sport fly fishing.”
One of the very pleasui'able events of
looking over the fisn record and he used ' Alexander Jackson of Boston, Jim
the present week was a clam bake
a little arithmetic with the fol'owing Ross guide, 3 1-2-pound salmon.
given by W. D. Hinds, the Portland
result: For fifteen days the names of
E. Guckenhermir of New York took taxidermist. Mr. Hinds and his local
29 anglers appear. Some fished but three fine salmon, two 3 1-2 pounds and
manager, Mr. James, gave out a genhalf a day, others a week. Seventy- one 3 1-4 pounds.
' eral invitation to the public. The clams
four fish were caught, weighing 284
Wednesday, June 7, another red let were baked on the shore of Mooselookpounds, or an average o f 3 7-8 pounds ter day and eleven record salmon re
meguntic lake and the party had a very
each. They weighed from 3 to 81-4 corded.
enjoyable evening. On account of rain
pounds each and averaged two and oneDr. Henry Marble, Goi'ham, N. H., the crowd was not large but they went
half fish to each angler. “ This does Charles Harnden guide, one 4 1-4
to the big boathouse and very much ennot include any of the fish caught by pounds.
Ijoyed a dance after the bake. Mr.
Mr. Skinner,’ ’ remarked one o f the
J. J. Brigham, Springfield, E. Hink- Hinds was himself present, having
guests.
ley guide, caught the largest, a 6 1-2 ridden his motor bike from Portland to
G. T. Howard and sisters, Miss A. L. pound.
be here.
Howard of Boston and Mrs. A. L. HalDr W. C. Halleck o f New York and
Capt. Geo. E. Bartlett, representing
lett o f Somerville, are much pleased i Mrs. W. C. Halleck, each a 3 1-2 pound, the Peters Cartridge Go. of Cincinnati,
with this their first visit here.
Vid Hinkley, guide.
Ohio, will give a free exhibition o f
Alexander Jackson,
Boston, Jim fancy shooting at Haines Landing on
Col. C. A. Billings o f Hartford, Conn,
has for a week been at Pleasant Island Ross, guide, 4 1-4 pounds.
Friday, July 7. Capt. Bartlett is a fa 
C. A. Hubbard, Boston. Isaac Tib mous marksman and rifle expert. He
Camps, where he caught a 7-pound and
3-pound salmon and two trout weighing betts guide, 4 pounds.
will perform many wonderful feats
W. A. Pierce, Portsmouth, N. H., such as breaking small objects thrown
from 3 to 4 pounds.
Monday Mr. Billings joined his one 3 pounds and 3 3-4 pounds. Mrs. in the air, rapid firing, mirror shooting,
friends, Silas Chapman and wife o f Pierce could well be proud o f her trio, etc. The exhibition will consist o f rifle,
Hartford and Coleman J. DeGoode o f 3, 3 1-4 and 3 3-4 pounds, Loring Haley revolver and shotgun work and the ex
hibition will be something rare.
New York at this hotel and the party guide.
Thursday, June 8, six salmon are re
Following is the fish record:
have gone to Tim pond for a ten days’
corded, C. A. Hubbard o f Boston three
sojourn.
M. W. Clark, trout, 1 1-2, 3 1-4, 2 1-2
Prof. Wm. A. Packard of Princeton o f 3 1-2 pounds each.
pounds.
H. H. Chandler of Boston, one 3
and Dr. Chas. W. Packard of New
Gerald Dempsey, 2 1-2-pound salmon.
York and Dr. Chas. A. Packard o f pounds.
Geo. C. Dempsey, 4 1-2-pound trout.
Miss Sophia M. Freedman of Boston,
Bath are here for their annual outing.
T.- L. Page, 6-pound salmon.
The following party on their return Gard Hinkley guide, who has for ten
Dr. Croston, 4-pound trout.
from Round Mountain Lake came here days been fishing each day was re
R. G. Church. 3 1-2-pound trout.
by automobile from Greene’ s Farm: E. warded with her first record salmon,
W. E. Hinsdale, 3 1 2, 3, 3 1-2-pound
M. Messenger, wife and son, Guy; F. one 5 pounds and a 3 3-4 pounds.
salmon.
Friday, June 9, but one salmon re
W. Winn, wife and daughter, Ethel;
The arrivals:
and Miss M. F. Proctor o f Winchester. corded, Dr. Henry Marble, Gorham,
E. Berliner. Washington D. C.; E. M. Berliner,
The Stanley party from Newton were N. H., 3 1-4-pound salmon.
E. B. Cooper, J. T. Roberts, Boston; W. T. Hoover,
Saturday, June 10, C. P. Stevens of Andover; T. C. Maney, Rumford Falls; Fred
greatly pleased with their auto rides
over this region. They started home Malden, Aaron Soule guide, caught a Gurney and wife, Brooklyn; Dr. C. M. Sleeper,
Alphonso Carpenter, Chas. Wentworth, T. J.
ward on Monday. The party included 3-pound salmon.
Dr. Henry Marble, Loring Haley, Eastman, So. Berwick; A. E. Baccus and wife,
Frank E. Stanley and wife, George
Chicago; F. E. Stanley and wife, C. W. Hall and
Dr. W. C.- wife, E. M. Hallett and wife, Newton; J. W.
Hall and wife, E. M. Hallett and wife. guide, 4-pound salmon.
Wood, J. E. Kincard, Lewiston; G. A. Hasetine
The following Auburndale people are Halleck, New York, 3 1-2 pounds.
H. H. Chandler, Boston, J. Wilbur and wife, F. V. Matthews and wife, W. D- Hinds,
having a fine time here and remain
W. K. Sanderson, Portland; W. H. Hinsdale,
some time: W. Kv Corey and wife, A. guide, a pair of salmon, 3, 3 1-2 pounds. Meriden, Conn.; W. D. Morgan. New York; H. D.
Alexander
Jackson
o
f
Boston,
J.
Page and wife, Chatham, N. J.; H. O. Stanley,
B. Sederquiet and wife.
Dixfield; E. G. Tilton, Boston; Theo Hawley and
Most hearty was the surprised wel Ross guide, 3 pounds.
wife, Rumford Falls; Geo. C. Gray, Wm. H. Gray,
Fish facts are real facts.
come given Mr. and Mrs. Ralph T.
Sunday, June 11, Dr. Henry Marble, Portland: E. E. Batchelder, Philadelphia; J. M.
Kendall Monday on the return from
Taylor, Cape Elizabeth; J. R. McDonald, Addison.
their wedding trip to New York. They Gorham, N. H., 3 1-2-pound salmon,
will spend a few days here before go Loring Haley, guide.
Max Freedman,
Boston, 5 1-2, 3ing to Diamond island for the summer.
Catch Trout and See Moose.
Almost daily parties leave here for pound salmon, Gard Hinkley guide.
(Special corresnondence to M a in e W oods .)
Monday, June 12, Mrs. W. C. Hal
Grant’ s camps at Kennebago and
B rownville , June 8, 1905.
Seven Ponds, where over 50 guests are leck, New York, Vid Hinkley, guide,
A. L. Caswell and son, Harold, John
now greatly enjoying the fly fishing, 4 1-2-pound salmon.
Mrs. W. K. Corey, Boston, Eben Delany and Frank Take, all o f Dexter,
wilderness life and Ed Grant’s stories.
have been stopping at A. F. A rbo’s for
The following members o f Boston Po Harnden, guide, 4 1-2 pounds.
Alexander Jackson, Boston, J. Ross a week. They catght 400 trout and
lice inspectors with Clark Hill and Alex
saw four moose.
Campbell guides, are among the num guide, 4 3-4-pound salmon.

RANGELEY LAKE HOUSE.

CARLETON CANOE COMPANY,

-

BALD MOUNTAIN CAMPS.
,
;

THE PENNEY COTTAGE TO BE OCCU
PIED FOR THE SUMMER.

Out of sight air chamber

Box 109,

A.

S.

-

Old Town, Maine

ARNBURG,

Rangeley,

Builder of Rangeley Boats.

Maine,

Write for Prices.

H. M. BARRETT, Weld, Maine.
Builder of Fine Cedar Boats.
JEis^Write for price list and descriptive Catalog.

c. b [ THATCHER, 104 Exchange st„ Bangor
Sam Boothby Looking For Stray Russians
Id His Spare Time.
(Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .)

B ald M ountain , June 12, 1905.

Bald Mountain Camps are now put
ting on their summer attire and every
thing has been put in order for the fair
sex who will pass their summer there.
The bookings have been good and most
o f the regulars will be back.
Clement R. Hoopes of Philadelphia
has returned home, taking a nice box
with him, a 9-pound salmon heading the
: list.
E. P. Ricker of Poland Spring House
j
and his two sons have arrived at their
camp and will spend some time there.
Mrs. Huntington, Mrs. Charles Hunt
ington and Miss Florence Huntington
o f Boston have rented the Penney cot
tage. They arrived last week and will
spend the summer there. They are
most enthusiastic over the beauties o f
the place. The cottage is well situated
on high ground commanding a fine view
o f the lake. They will prove a valua
ble acquisition to the summer colony.
Sam Boothby is very busy these days.
When he is not tending his potato patch
he is sailing around in his Japanese
cruiser, looking for any stray Russians
that may be left.
Col .
MUNYON SPRINGS.
Ball Players Invited to Partake of Punch

Manufacturer of Canvas Canoes and Row Boats.
Rangeley models a specialty.__________

THE ROD THAT LEADS.

F. E. Thomas, Manufacturer, Bangor, Maine.
Write for C a t a l o g u e .__________ _
SNOW SHOES FOR SPORTSMEN.
Always first-class. No cheap work. $3.50 a pair.
E. Ellsworth Beach, Grand Lake Stream, Me.

FISHING

RODS

New store on Rangeley Lake House
grounds.
Call and see my line o f
Rangeley Wood and Split Bamboo Rods.
E.

T.
-

Rangeley,

HOAR,
-

Maine.

Make Your Own
Smokeless Powder.
We will send you a practical formula for the
best Smokeless Powder for $2. Perfectly safe to
make. No apparatus required. Pound costs 30c
or less. Makes 200 charges. Free samples of pow
der by express or one pound for $1. Ask for tes
timonials and infsrmation.
BLATCHLEY & CAMPBELL, Chemists,
Welsboro,
Penn.

The Best Wall Map
— OF-

MAINE
By Express, $5.00.
R. M. NASON,
180 Exchange St.,

-

Bangor( Me.

REDINGTON’ S COMBINATION.

and Cake.
[Special correspondence to Maine Woods ]

M unyon -Springs, June 15, 1905.

On Saturday June 10 occurred the
first base ball game of this season on
the Munyon Springs diamond.
The game was to have been between
the Rangeley and West Rangeley nines,
but owing to the absence of several of
the Rangeley players, substitutes were
put in from West Rangeley. The reg
>ular West Rangeley team won after an
exciting ten inning game. Score 11 to
10.
j
A fter the game was over, members
■of both teams were invited to Munyon
Springs, where punch and cake were
served.
Among the first callers at Munyon
Spring, were F. P. Royce and wife o f
Dedham, Mass., with Martin Fuller,
guide.
One of the Sunday visitors was H. A.
Snow who is station agent o f the Union
station, Portland
A 3 pound salmon was recently
caught by Geo. W. Powell, from the
Munyon Springs wharf.
Weld Sporting Not^s.
,

(Special correspondence t o M a in e W o od s .)

W e l d , June 12, 1905.
A representative o f M aine W oods

cal ed on E. S. Twaddle o f Webb one
day last week just as Mr. Twaddle was
preparing to start for Belgrade lakes
with a load o f boats o f his own 'manu
facture. Mr. Twaddle has a pretty
;
home commanding a fine view o f Lake
Webb and here he manufactures any
thing wanted in the boat line from a
light canoe to a full grown rowboat.
Mr. Twaddle has a nice shop fitted
with machinery especially designed for
i this work and with the assistance of
one man can manufacture a full sized
beat in a week. He has lately com
pleted a handsome canoe o f the 80a
grade, but at present is engaged on
regular work.
Mr. Twaddle is a genial man to meet
and it was' a pleasure to the M ajn e
W oods to call.
!
!

WEST CARRY POND CAMPS.
Fishihg Never Better Than at The Pres
ent Time.
[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]

D ead R iver , June 12, 1905.
Business at these camps has opened
and the trout are rising to a fly in good
shape. Several parties have tried their
lu :k and been well pleased getting all
the trout they wanted both large and
small.
Trout fishing can be had at these
camps and fly fishing is good the entire
season.
Lumber is on the ground to build new
camps and work will be begun at once.

Fishing and Summer Resort Proprietor
Gives Story In Nutshell.
[Special correspondence to M a in e W ood s .]

R edington , June 14, 1905.
A M aine W oods occasional corre

spondent met Mr. J. F. Hough, pro
prietor o f Redington Camps, a day or
two ago and asked him about the condi
tions at Redington at the present time.
Mr. Hough reeled off the following in
formation:
Fishing good.
Deer plenty.
Water high.
Black flies not bad this season.

W e submit that the abov , though in
brief form, contains a fund of valuable
information. The only bad feature that
we can discover is the high water and
that will be down again before M aine
W oods is mailed.
The arrivals:
Dr. J. R. Kittridge and wife, F. L. Flynt and
wifa, A. E. Odell, H. B. Luce, E. E. Richards. H.
I. Spinney, A. J. Spinney, W. N. Van Cor, Farm
ington; J. G. Coburn and wife, L. A. Lewis, Lew
iston ; D. F Hoyt, C. A. Mahoney, W. A. D. Cragin
and wife, Miss C. C. Cragin, J. W. Brackett and
wife, Howard Carter and wife, F. D. Bartlett and
wife, Nellie E. Bartlett, Elma Byron, J. H. By
ron, R. O. Cragin, F. A. Lawton, Phillips; F. F.
Prince, Seth M. Carter, H. P. Carter, Auburn; G.
L. Allen, Kennebunk; E. W. Boyer, L. N. Spear,
Waterville; Robert F. Dyer. W. C. Allen, W. B.
Adie and wife, Oscar N. Hersey, Miss Hersey, B.
Hayes, Portland; C. F. Goodspeed. H. H. Hunter,
G. E. Bunker, F. S. Goodspeed and wife. Dr. A. B.
Adams and wife, Wilton; Duke Munyon and wife,
Philadelphia: E. E. Partridge and wife, Medford;
W. Mason, Brooklyn, Dr. F. O. Manning and wife,
A. B. Stoddard and wife, Clarence Manning. Dr.
W. C. Halleck, S. M. Church, M. J. Nevins, New
York City; Fred W. Lord, Geo. H. Faye. Geo. W.
Forbes. Dr. W. J. Bolten, Athol; E. B. Hough,
Providence; M. S. Bird, Milton Bird, Rockland: F.
H. Adams, W. J. Spinney, J. B. Singer, Boston;
J. B. McEward, Livermore Falls; J. C. Tirrell and
wife. Strong; Prof. S. R. Morse, W. H. Faunce,
David O. Watkins, Atlantic City, N. J.; E. Ross,
guide, Rangeley.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

DuPont Smokeless.
Savage Arms Co.
Information wanted.
Marlin Fire Arms Co.
Bangor & Aroostook railroad.
Rangeley Lakes Steamboat Co.
State of Maine.
PUBLIC NOTICE.
In conformity with the provisions of Chapter
forty-two of the Public Laws of eighteen hundred
and ninety-nine, and upon the ■etition of five or
more citizens of the State, and deeming it for the
best interest of the State, the Commissioners of
Inland Fisheries and Game, after due notice to all
persons interested in the subject matter of said
petition, and public hearing thereon in the local
ity to be affected, and deeming it necessary and
proper for the plotection and preservation of the
inland fish of the State, hereby adopt t.h% follow
ing needful Rules ancf Regulations relating to the
times and places in which and. the circumstances
under which inland fish may be taken in the wa
ters of Tufts, Dutton and Grindstone ponds in
the town of Kingfield, Frahklin County.
RULES AND REGULATIONS.
Section 1. It shall be unlawful for any one per
son to kill or carry away from Tufts, Dutton and
Grindstone ponds, in the town of Kingfield,
Franklin County, more than fifteen fish in all in
any one day, for a period o f four years from June
1, 1905.
Dated this twenty-third day of May. A D .
1906.
L. T. C a r l e t o n , ) Commissioners
J. W. B r a c k e t t , ) of Inland FishE. F. R in g ,
) eries and Game.
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Mr. Fred Gilbert’s great Record.
Which has
Crawfordsville, Ind., May 17,
broke 204 ex 210
Crawfordsville, Ind., May 18,
broke 206 ex 210
St. Louis, Mo., May 19,
broke 171 ex 180
St. Louis, Mo., May 20,
broke 125 ex 130
St. Louis, Mo., May 21,
broke 147 ex 150
Lincoln, 111., May 23,
broke 147 ex 150
Lincoln, 111., May 24,
broke 148 ex 150
Lincoln, 111., May 25,
broke 148 ex 150
with runs o f 99, 104, 110, 110 and 140, making an
average o f 97 per cent, and using

DuPONT SMOKELESS.
PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS.
BILLY SOULE AND QOL.

SADDLEBACK LANDSLIDE.

BILLINGS STREAMS AND LAKES UNDER THE
MOUNTAINS ARE DELUGED.

HEROES OF THE HOUR.

BRAND

li/ T

11 IT

T T

1V1 1V1 L_J

attained

"XT

T

rp

T

opened to see what they are eating,
and its stomach and alimentary canal
j were found to be full o f black flies,
which is given as the reason why they
are not taking the hook better
It is
Itoo early and too cold for successful
A T fly fishing but excellent sport is looked
for, by V r. Coes, on his second trip
this year in August.

Popularity

_

Because of Superiority.

___ h ,

l.

Goodwin .

R)UNJ MOUNTAIN LAKE.
Old Time Fishermen All Say There Was
Never Better Fishing.
[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods ,]

Manufactured by

R o u n d M o u n t a in L a k e ,

June 13, 1905.
There have been a number of old time
fishermen at these camps the last few
days and they all say that they never
Lowell, Mass., U. S. A.
saw the fishing better than it is this
spring,
R. S. Harvey caught 726 trout and 49
The OLD
salmon in 11 days’ fishing and he didn’t
try for any record either. They were
GUN
most all returned to the water to be
HOUSE
caught over again.
The deer are showing up everywhere,
Sportsmen’s Outfits, Fine Rods and Fishing Tackle a Specialty.
thicker than ever.
Agents for the new Liberty Reel, King’s Shiner Bait, Milward’s Angler Spinner, Blue Label En
Recent arrivals are:
amel, Lines, English Salmon Flies, etc.

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY,

Fine Guns
Rifles

Scott’s, Greener’s Barker's Remington’ s, Lefever, Smith, Ithaca, and all other GUNS. Winches
ter s, Marlin’s Savage, and all RIFLES, Ammunition, Tents for Camping, Knapsacks. Sleeping Bags,
Field Glasses, Moccasins, Leather and Canvas Jackets, Cooking Outfits, etc., etc. Also Hunting Boots,
Shoes and Moccasins. Canoes. Send Stamps for Catalog.

Wm. Read & Sons, Estai826hed 127 Washington, St., Boston.

Mr. and Mrs. E- M. Messenger, Guy Messenger
Mabel Proctor, Frank W. Winn, wife and child,
Winchester; R. S. Harvey, Dr. Leroy, Taunton;
L. A. Nelson and wife, Fred M. Guild, Brooklyn
Bernard Taylor, guide, Stratton; J. J. F. Ran
dolph, R. J. Jackson, Fred R. Morse, Brooklyn;
Dr. W. F. Patch, H. W. Davis, Boston.

that o f 1872, for instance. “ That was
the best fishing trip I ever made to
Instructions by Fisherman.
Maine.
In a day and a half my brother
LORING COES MADE HIS FIRST TRIP
Certain Other Streams Were Little
stances; N o w They’re “ Chesty’ ’
and I, in fishing from a raft in B pond j To the Editor o f M a in e W oods :
TO MAINE IN 1859.
Affected.
Fish In Rangeley Lake
About It.
near Middle Dam, at the foot of Uir,- j Please ask your readers to try the
following instructions: Roll up your
[Special C orresp ond ence to M a in e W o o d s .]
Swim In Muddy Water.
Good Luck This Year, Although the Big bagog lake, caught 93 trout which ag- j shirt sleeve and creep stealthily to the
gregated
206
pounds
in
weight.
Pretty
P lea san t Islan d Cam ps,
Not since the memorable flood o f 1869
Ones Have Not Yet Learned That the
June 12, 1905.
good fishing, that, eh?” And nobody stream, keeping as near the ground as
has the water cut up such antics as dur
Ice Is Out.
possible, then lie face down on the edge
Fish are biting finoly and guests are ing the past week, although the terri
disputed the statement.
of a bank under which the stream is
[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]
getting some good catches. One even tory affected was very limited.
There isn’t as much fishing like that
flowing and feel carefully about under
ing recently as it was getting dark Col.
B i n g h a m , June 7, 1905.
as there once was, he affirmed, and no
Those who drive along the road on
Billings o f Hartford, Conn., got a the east side o f Mt. Saddleback can see
“ I am just as happy as any boy ever body disputed that, either, though the the bank till you come across a trout.
strike just out from the boathouse. plainly that there was a big landslide was after catching a good mess of denizens of this region do not openly Tickle him on his “ under part” and he
Billy himself was rowing and as they from the mountain. It covers several fish.” This was the remark o f Loring admit that the fishing was ever better will remain perfectly still. You can
had no landing net with them they acres o f land and seems to be another Coes, a 93-years-old boy o f Worcester, here than it is now, that is, than it will then either raise him gradually to the
were compelled to tow their catch down indication that a cloudburst directly Mass., as he boarded a buckboard be, after it has warmed up a bit—and it rocks if any under the bank, when you
squeeze him against them and getting
the lake, the fish fighting every ingh. over Mt. Saddleback caused the dam bound for home, or at least bound for I never was, perhaps, that is, much.
your fingers in his gills bring him out of
Finally when they were just off the*i age to the Phillips & Rangeley railroad the station on the way home, at the end
In speaking o f his earlier trips to the
landing they both called loudly for by taking away a bridge and washing o f two weeks’ fishing at Rowe pond, Rangeley and Dead River region, Mr. j the water, or else you >an work him
someone to come out with a net. One out a piece o f their railroad; also by which was successful in that he caught Coes said that larger strings and larger gradually to the top of the water and
o f the guides, Mr. Harnden. immedi washing away a bridge on the Conant more fish than most o f the younger trout were taken then than now, “ but then suddenly jerk him up onto dry
F is h e r m a n .
ately put out with a boat and Billy, by ; and another on the Hardy stream.
boys who went there to fill their h as-: the fish didn’ t taste any better; in fact, land.
skillful handling o f the net, finally I These were practically the only kets, figuratively if not actually.
I believe I am still growing more and
Camping on Rangeley.
It had not been good weather for more fond o f them.” He showed a
landed as fine a salmon as you would |streams in Phillips affected hut the fish
care to see, weighing just a fraction in Rangeley lake s w a m around in fishing much of the time, yet Mr. Coes, letter from New York, dated June 17,
Hon. N. P Noble and family o f Phil
over 7 pounds. Both Billy and Mr. muddy water this w e e k a thing the oldest fisherman who comes to the ’ 72, written by A. R. Van Nest, a fish ips spent Sunday at their summer
Billings are very proud of their work that probably the oldest trout in the Maine woods after recreation and trou£, erman with whom he used, in the old home at Anglewood cottage on Rangeand are swelling around the island as j lake cannot remember o f doing or hear got fish enough to satisfy his appetite. days, to go boating on B pond and who ley lake.
though they were the only things that ing told about. The theory is that He also got all the black flies he want occasionally used his boat alone. The
ever happened. I would willingly for there was a landslide on the west side ed. In fact he said:
boat was the first ever placed on that ! W A N T S , FOR SALE, ETC.
“ It is a remarkably good season for pond, and was launched by Mr. Coes
feit a month’s wages to get a fish li e o f Saddleback also and that the RangePrice i cent a word each insertion
that myself.
ley lake was made temporarily muddy flies. They took to me rather kindly, and his brother, now dead, who was ! Stamps or cash with order.
John Fraser caught one salmon that by Saddleback stream which flows into and if I wasn’t so alfired tough for a i a Worcester man.
Mr. Van Nest
tipped the scales at 6 1-2 pounds and I Greenvale stream and Rangeley lake at boy, they would have eaten me plumb packed his trout in ice and shipped
W A N TS.
up. But I got the fish I went after and them to New York. He fished 11 days
saw in the refrigerator recently about Greenvale.
am getting out of it alive, so I have no that year and the weight of the trout j tXfANTED.—One good foxhound, 11-2 years old.
12 or more that would go from 2 1-2 to
Price $10.00. W. E. Denny, Franklin, N. Y.
kick to make. ”
4 pounds.
and ice shipped to New York combined ,
MIDDLEDAM
HOUSE
NEWS.
"QUANTED—To
know.the whereabouts of John
The first time Mr. Coes came to was 1,200 pounds.
They are getting most o f them with
’ ’
I. Bragg or John Ingalls. Send address and
Maine fishing, when he visited the
minnows although some very fine trout
be
rewarded
to
P.
O. Box*565, Farmington, Me.
The largest speckled trout Mr. Coe3
are being taken with worms and they FLY FISHING AT B POND IS VERY Rangeley region in 1859, he says he had ever caught in Maine weighed 81-4 XJOTEL HELP WANTED. We want to hire a
cook, a laundry woman and a kitchen girl.
GOOD NOW.
little idea he was to come every year pounds and the best salmon he ever got
are getting them right off the float in
Richardson Bros., Kennebago, Me.
for 46 consecutive seasons and some was a 7-pounder. These are not record ---------- ______________________,
front o f the camp.
Fishing Notes From a Popular Resort at times twice and three times a season,
TXTANTED.—Several bear cubs in good healthy
fish but they are mighty good ones and " condition. State weight, age and lowest
the Rangeley Lakes.
as he intends to do this year if he can he is still proud of them. Last year he cash price when answering. Address, George B.
Auburn Party at Mt. Blue Pond.
MacLean, 100 Milam St., Houston, Texas.
[Special correspondence to Maine Woods.]
get away from his chores, as boss own had good luck, catching six salmon, the
G. B. and A. H. Stevens, F. A. PenLET.—Furnished camp, situated on the
er of the Coes Wrench company of largest o f which weighed 6 pounds and T O north
M i d d l e d a m , June 12, 1905.
branch of Sandy river, seven mile*
dexter and William S. Kelley o f Au
Phillips. Three minutes’ walk from rail
Now that the logs have all “ sluiced” W orcester; but he says he did know, the smallest 4 1-2 pounds. He has had from
road. Good fishing and hunting. Leased by day
burn spent last Sunday at Fred Mor
down through the middle dam and gone way back in ’59 that he should come many peculiar experiences, but the or season. For terms address, Box 276, Phillips,
ton’ s in Avon. They rode from Auburn
Maine.
to Umbagog lake, we have been re just as many times as the Lord and his landing o f that 6-pound salmon, he
in A. H. Stevens’ s 18 horse power Ram
lieved o f the worst bugbear to our fish pocketbook would let him. His pocket- says, beat them all. Mr. Coes never
FOR SALE.
bler touring car, the first automobile
ing and we expect the result to be fa book has never caused him any embar refers to the capture o f that fellow
that ever climbed Mt. Blue hill.
T3LACK COCKER SPANIEL PUPS for sale.
vorable. The fact is, however, tnat rassment and he says the present indi with the usual expression, “ bringing
Address, Herbert Elwell, East Wilton,
our guests have been fishing B pond a cations are that the Lord will not inter him to net,” for he didn’ t do that at Maine.
Fishing on Mt. Blue Stream.
good deal during the past week with fere just yet, for notwithstanding his all. The salmon landed in his boat, ap CAMP FOR SALE.—A public fishing and hunt>
ing camp in a desirable location—a money
Willie Vining went fishing last Wed excellent results.
age, his health is perfect. He says he parently o f its own accord, much to his maker
for sale. J. W. Brackett, Phillips, Me.
nesday the 7th and caught seventy-two,
J. M. Gooding of Portland, who fished never felt better in his life than when surprise.
17OR SALE. —Five male, two female, full blooded
five weighing 1-2 a pound each.
he celebrated his 93d birthday in April,
bull terrier pups. For prices address, O. W.
at the dam, caught a 3-pound salmon.
Mr. Coes has peculiar ideas about 1Williamson,
New Portland, Me.
Charles Crosby o f Farmington caught
Harris Sutherland o f New Y o.k by working all day, losing just time reels. He has one that is set into the
TpOR
SALE.—Furnished
house with six rooms.
forty all o f which were good ones.
enough
to
accept
some
toys
o
f
gold
and
caught six trout at B pond June 4 that
rod instead of being fixed on the side o f
Nice place to hunt. Fishing near house.
Henry Oliver caught twenty-seven weighed from 1 to 3 pounds each. He silver his employes and relatives thrust the rod and held by a ring, as is custo Sport for children. For particulars correspond
with Warren Wing, Flagstaff, Me.
good ones.
caught plenty o f smaller fish, but the upon him, along with his congratula mary. It is a single reel, with a drag,
p O R SALE at a bargain. A steam launch with
size o f the above is mentioned for the tions.
but, being a narrow spool, enables the 1 canopy top, 31 feet long, 7 1-2 feet beam, 8
horse power compound engine. R. M. Kershaw,
Mr.
Coes
was
accompanied
to
Rowe
reason that they were all taken fly
fisherman to wind as rapidly as an ordi Peak’s
T A X ID E R M IS T S
Island, Me.
casting. All o f these fish or nearly all and Carry ponds, also other points in nary multiplying reel, withou: being
T
I
M
BROOK
FARM, Eustis, for sale. Tim
the
Dead
River
region,
by
a
grandson,
nearly as complicated.
Mr. Coes -*■ Brook, a great
artisiMounting
Y i O U i i w i i g Fish
r i b i in
tic amlifelike>
a n n e r is
ou r came to a Parmachenee Belle. E. W.
fishing brook, runs through
Frank L. Coes, who was not in it when struck a salmon which came toward his the farm. No better place for hunting, 100 acres
Brown, guide.
|of land, small house and barn, cuts 15 tons of hay,
specialty. Prof. S. R. Morse o f the
H. C. Sommers also got excellent it came to fishing. The veteran angler boat faster than he could reel in the spring water runs into the house. Price $700.
New Jersey State Museum writes“ You are the only taxidermists in the fishing at B pond and Pond-in-the- says this latest trip is one o f the most line. The salmon darted under the j John Pooler, Eustis, Maine.
country who can mount fish to my sat River.
enjoyable he ever had, though it was boat and rose out of the water on the p O R S A L E .—In the Rangeley Lake region of
j 1 Maine—A fine camp, fully furnished, ice house
isfaction.” Please call and see sam
Norris Suthei’land o f New York has nothing great so far as big fish are con- I opposite side, in an effort to get rid of |(filled), store house and boat house; power launch
ples o f our work.
canoes, etc., etc. Best location in the sec
been fishing at Sunday pond with a cerned, for the big ones haven’ t yet the hook. When it went into the air boats,
tion. Will be sold at a bargain. For particulars,
THE S. L. CROSBY CO. ■
learned that the ice has gone out o f the the line tightened around the boat and i etc., address Chas. T. Beebe, New London, Conn.
spinner
and
he
got
eight
trout
that
E. H. COBB. Manager at Rangeley, Maine.
lakes. He says he is coming again in the fish was snapped toward the boat. (1ASOLENE LAUNCH FOR S A L E .-A new.
weighed from 3-4 to 2 pounds each.
* first-class gasolene Launch built May last, by
Mr. French, with his guide, Ernest August and he thinks that by that time To the surprise o f the fisherman and |'■
Thomas Stone of Swampscott, Mass., was on exhi
bition at Horticultural Hail at Automobile Show,
NASH
O F M A I N E , Goodwin, has also been fishing at Pond- they will have waked up and will be his companions the salmon was carried |used
only two weeks, 20 ft. long, 4 ft. 6 in. wide,
in-the-River and he had very good luck, ready to greet him, open mo .ithed.
Engine 2 1-2 horse power, 3 blade pro
almost into Mr. Coes’ lap by its own J Sagamore
peller,
decks finished in mahogany, brass rails, oak
Mr. Coes delights to talk o f his fish momentum and was captured safe and finish, canvas
Licensed Taxidermist,
indeed.
cover batteries, cradle oars and
C.
W . Dunham and W. H. Childs ofing trips in former years, especially the sound without an opportunity to use the tools, price $350. Net cash, F. O. B „ Greenville,
Me. Can be seen at Camp Waumbeck, Sugar Is
N O RW A Y,
M AINE. Brattleboro, V t., got fourteen trout at years when his luck has been unusually ever-ready net or the slightest diffi land, Moosehead Lake, Maine, after Aug. 22 or
B pond that weighed up to 3 pounds good, but he does not propose to ac
communicate with owner. Geo. H. Rimbach, Prop.
Crawford House, Boston, Mass., only reason for
culty, for that matter.
each, fly fishing. The B pond fly and
selling is, that a larger boat is desired.
Branch at Haines Landing May to the Parmachenee Belle were favorites. knowledge that this trip is less success
The younger Mr. Coes enjoyed the
ful than those when his catch is larger trip less than his grandfather did, and TIOTEL FOR SALE.—During the past winter
October 20. Gold Medal on both Fish Sidney Bennett and Will Morton were
spring we had letters from several hotel
their guides.
than common, for he says: “ The open says the black flies didn’ t do a thing menand
who wanted information in regard to paying
and Game at W orld’ s Fair, St. Louis.
A rrivals:
air and its health-giving properties is but eat him up. He thinks he isn’ t as hotel property that could be purchased. W «
couldn’ t name the right place then; now wo ana.
Inventor o f the famous ’ Mezzo style
Arthur Hedstrom, F. D. Townsend, Buffalo; the main thing after all and I have
tough as the old gentleman and his We know of a hotel that can be bought at . a law
H. R. Dunham. Waterville. R. L. Taylor. Mexico:
price, considering its'capacity for earning mniteF.
E. P. Faunce, Oxford; D. A. Ballard, Fryeburgh; never failed to get a plenty of that.
o f mounting.fish.J
grandfather is o f the same opinion. and the cost of the hotel and stables. It is leastMr. and Mrs. F. E. Stanley, C. W. Hall, E. W.
Hallett, New York; S. F. Peaslee, Upton; L. A. To that, in a large measure, I attribute He says he has little to boast o f in the ed better for making good money all the yaw
’round than any other hotel in the
Reese. Philadelphia; A. S. Tucker, Rumford my long
life and constant perfect way o f fish, but is willing to try it We are thoroughly conversant with the i
Falls: F. B. Spaulding, Lancaster, N. H.; John
surrounding
this very desirable hate)
WHERE TO GO FISHING.
Lewis Childs, Floral Park. N. Y.; J. W. Nash. health.”
and we solicit correspondence in reaardtto it, JkA
again with the elder Mr. Coes.
Norway; S. M. Wing, Phillips: Mr. and Mrs. W.
Ask Maine W oods Information Bureau for M. Dear. Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Moore, R. L. Spotta,
dress the J. W.^Brackett^Company. P&RMpa, Ifla.
He smiled when he compared this
While they were here a fish was
August 9, 1904.
N ew Ycrk.
r:rcular3 . particulars, Phillips. Me.
tr'L v 't h some of th
for.r :r v ors,
Salmon Weighed 7 Pounds and They Got More Water In Certain Localities Than
Since the Big Freshet In ’ 69 Although
Him Under Very Strenuous Circum

A 93-YEARS-OLD BOY,

MAINE

4

MAINE

WOODS,

PH ILLIPS. M AINE.

GREENE'S FARM.

SPORTSM EN ’S
CAMP SUPPLIES

J. W. BRACKETT, Editor and Manager.
CLARENCE E. CALDEN Associate M’g ’r.

$1.00 a Year.

M a in e W oods solicits communications and fish
and gam e photographs from its readers.

When ordering the address of your paper
changed, please give the old as well as new ad
dress.
If you want it stopped, pay to date and say so.
£' M a in e W oods Information Bureau gives infor
mation on Summer Resorts and Fishing and
Shooting. Boston office, 147 Summer St., with
Boston Home Journal.

This Edition of Maine Woods 5,550.
FRIDAY, JUNE 16. 1905.
Commissioners

of

Inland Fisheries and

Game of the State of Maine.
L. T.

Ca r l e t o n , A ugusta,
J. W. B r a c k e t t , Phillips,
E. E. R in g , A ugusta.

SUPERINTENDENT OF HATCHERIES.
W. E. B e r r y , Winthrop.
STATE FISH HATCHERIES AND NAMES OF
SUPERINTENDENTS.
Lake Auburn, J. F. Stanley, Supt.,East Auburn;
Caribou, Grant Hinds, Supt., Caribou; Sebago
Lake Hatchery, C. L. Floyd, Supt., Raymond;
Rangeley Lakes Hatchery, Arthur Briggs, Supt.,
Oquossoc; Carleton Brook Feeding Station, W. A.
Whiting, Supt., Winthrop; Monmouth Hatchery,
A. W. Wilkins, Supt., Monmouth; Moosehead
Lake Hatchery, F. E. Hitchings, Supt., Green
ville Junction; Enfield Hatchery, A. J. Darling,
Supt., Enfield.

LYNX FOUGHT GUIDE IN WATER
TROUT WEIGHING 6 POUNDS CAUGHT

16,

1905.
H O TELS A N D CAMPS

D IR E C TO R Y .

Log Cabins Taken For Several

ASK FOR free catalogue of Witch-Elk Hunting
Boots. They always please. Witchell Sons &

Weeks Co., Ltd., Detroit, Mich.
RANGELEY LAKE COTTAGE LOTS. Very
desirable. Rangeley Cottage Co. Enquire of H.
M. Burrows, Rangeley Lake House, Rangeley, or
J. W. Brackett, Phillips, Me.

Later In the Season.
Greene ’ s F arm , June 10, 1905.
It seems strange to hear the con
ductor call out,
“ Greene’s Farm,
Greene’ s Farm,” yet that is what an
nounces to those who go by rail that
they have reached this place and they
are only a few rods from the front
door. Then if one wishes to take the
early train Mr. Greene steams up his
Stanley automobile and over one o f the
best roads in Maine makes quick time
to Dead River station.
It is now quite the popular thing for
the guests'at the Rangeley Lake House
to drive across and dine here. Butler
and Oakes send out some very hand
some teams and the drive is much en
joyed.
“ Yes, the travel has commenced
early in^the season and you will see
that over 50 have registered here dur
ing the past ten days coming to and
from the different camps in the re
gion” said Mr. Greene in answer to the
question'about the travel this season.
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Chandler and son,
Paul of Lowell this week returned
home from a ten days’ sojourn at Tim
pond where they had great fly fishing
and reported some 30 were being enter
tained by Mr. Viles. Among them,
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Bean, Jas. Peabody
and W. H. G. Wright o f the same city.
Prof. S. F. Patten o f Philadelphia
spent some days at the Farm and will
remain in this section for some time,

H O TELS A N D CAM PS.,

for sportsmen, carefully

IN

S. S. Pierce Co., Tremont and Beacon Sts., Boston.

[Special correspondence to M a in e W ood s .]

Issued Weekly.

JUNE

QUICK AUTOMOBILE RIDES TO DEAD packed for transportation. Send for prices.
RIVER STATION.

J. W. B rackett Company , Publishers.

WOODS,

TH E

Woods o f Maine.

We go Fishing at
B ILLY SOULE'S
Pleasant Island Camps,

Cupsuptic Lake, Maine.
King and Bartlett Camps, 2,000 fbet P. O. Address, Haines Landing, Me.

above sea level, unexcelled trout and

Pickford’s Camps

salmon fishing, individual cabins, open

AT

PEN N SYLVAN IA

wood

fires

excellent

cuisine,

ural lithia spring water,
scenery.

STATE SHOOT,

nat

magnificent

The only public,Log Camps on

: Rangeley Lake, Maine.
One mile from Rangeley Villagements to families for the season.

Renew your health in the

Induce

HENRY E. BICKFORD.

balsam-laden air o f Maine’s ideal resort.
Address,

The Individual Championship of
Pennsylvania at targets was won by
Mr. Fred Coleman shooting

King and Bartlett Camps,
Eustis,

“ IN F A L L IB L E .”
Laflin & Rand Powder Co.,
New York.

TROUT FISHING.

H ARRY M. PIERCE,
-

-

Maine.

Special A n n o u n c e m e n t

Where are you going? Why to JIM
! H A RLO W ’ S BLACK BROOK CAMPS,
! o f course, where vou can get all the
trout you want and the best fly fishingin Maine every day from now until
Oct. 1st and it only costs you $1.00 per
day for all the sport you w ;nt. Game
of all kinds seen daily. Write for all
the information you want—also good
references to prove it.

An invitation is extended to any white
merchant outside o f New York City,
or their representative, whose name
appears in Bradstreet’s or Dunn’s Com
mercial Agency Book, to accept the
JIM HARLOW ,
hospitality o f our Hotel for three days
without charge.
Usual rates, apart
MAINE.
ments with private bath $3 per day and DEAD RIVER,
up, without meals.
Parlor, bedroom
and private bath $35.00 per week and
up, with meals for two. New York
merchants and editors are requested to ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING
call the attention o f their out o f Town
Buyers and subscribers to this advertisment.
IN T H E G AM E SEASO N ,
GALLATIN HOTEL,
70 W. 46th Street, - New York City.

auto just at night with a friend and in
a little over two hours made a tenj miles circuit, stopping at various trout
brooks and came in with about 25 fine
i brook trout which helped to appease
the hunger of Slocum, with whom he
was stopping.
Last week he took a
party o f three on a two days’ fishing
BY JOHN FRANCIS SPRAGUE.
trip at Concord pond with satisfactory
results.
On account o f low water, brook fish- |
In the Dead River Region
The best treatise on this subject
ing has not been quite up to its usual | Best of Early Fishing for Salmon, Square Tailed
standard. Several fishermen are talk- Trout and Lake Trout that weigh from 2 to 9 that has ever been published.
A
pounds. One day’s ride from Boston. Only 21-2

Spring Lake,

BY A SMALL BOY:
Fish Are Biting Well; the Weather Is Fine
Now and Sportsmen All Having a
Ti plop Houi C

Good Time.
(Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .)

Square L ak e , June 12, 1905.

Considerable excitement was caused
one night recently when Mr. McClellan
of Newark, N. J., brought in from his j
day’ s fishing trip a large panther or
i y G s jv i-th ifL
lynx. While paddling down Cross Lake
throughfare, Mr. McClellan and his
guide saw the animal swimming across
the stream and by paddling hard suc
ceeded in getting between him and the
shore. The beast immediately turned
and made for the opposite bank, when
Mr. McClellan standing up in the canoe
dealt him a stunning blow in the head
with the boat pole. The lynx sank, but
arose almost immediately and with a
vicious snarl turned his attention to the
guide in the stern of the canoe. Then
followed a short, sharp and very hot
battle in which two men, a boat plow, a i
paddle and a lynx were very much
mixed up: the lynx was gamy and |
/ • S 3 $7/X A
fought well but was finally killed and
y w i g (lit i
Y j A t ft: ' ASuAl.*
that evening Mr. McClellan proudly !
exhibited him t o ' his admiring friends,
all of whom.envied him his exciting and
3 T*cO>
very successful adventure. The animal
has been sfent to the S. L. Crosby Co.
iiy m m ,
'/S'iretfc&i
of Bangor to be mounted.
Hon. Joseph Coult of Newark, N. J.,
d i ri'Cdim dCaft \
*V
celebrated his 71st birthday Thursday
evening, May 25, or perhaps more cor
rectly it was celebrated for him by his
friends, who surprised him with a dec
orated tea table and a large birthday
cake. The Judge is one of our most
valued patrons and we all wish him
o rr<.?St ir,
many happy returns of the day.
One of the proudest boys in Aroos
heioh
M OUNTAINS
took county is Frank Boone, son of Dr.
Boone of P»esque Isle, who while on a
fishing trip to Square lake caught a fine
trout that tipped the scales at 6 pounds.
hoping to fully recover his health by so ing o f trips to the Four ponds and the
It was the largest fish caught by any of
doing.
Rangeleys.
the party and Master Frank is justly
Messrs. E. C. and J. E. Woodroff of
Lake travel is quite good and advices
proud of it.
New York City, with Elmer Blackwell from prominent hotel and camp owners
Our cabins are all full and business is
guide, left here for a trip to Chain of say that their bookings for July and
rushing. The storms have cleared off,
Ponds.
August are heavy.
the skies are blue, the weather is at
The well-known actors, Mr. and Mrs.
H. A. Haskell for the past three sea
last comfortably warm, the fish are
Richerling o f New York tarried here on
sons front clerk at Poland Springs,
biting finely and what more do we
their way to “ The Chimes.”
writes us that he is to open the hotel
want?
The following Winchester, Mass,
Among the late arrivals are: L. N.
and camps at Munyon Springs, Rangeparty have gone to Round Mountain
ley lake on June 15. We bespeak for
Bearce and party of nine from Caribou;
lake, Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Winn,
Wm. Thompson o f Bangor; Olin Shields
him a generous patronage as he will be
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Messenger and
sure to please and delight his guests
of Houlton: W. E. Blodgett and N. A.
son Guy W.
Norcross of Boston; Dr. Jackson and j
while at one of the most lovely spots in
There are several boarders coming to
wife, Olin Buzzell and wife of Houlton; j
the Rangeley system.
take the log cabins for several weeks ,
H. A. Nesbit of Bangor; Milton Irvine
later in the season and the travel prom- ; Pickford’s Camps will also be filled
and S. L. White of Caribou; George
with New York guests principally, ere
ises to be larger this year than usual.
Trickey of New York.
long. These are also neat, attractive
places to stop.
HEAVY BOOKINGS.
Two Papers, $1.50.
Of course the commodious, attractive
Maine W oods readers who want Automobile Comes In Handy For Quick Rangeley Lake House will not lack for
to subscribe for M aine W oodsman , our :
a generous patronage so long as its
Fishing Trips.
weekly local paper, can have it at 50 j [Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]
genial, born and educated host, John B.
cents a year in addition to their Maine
Marble, is at the head.
E ast Sumner , June 12, 1905.

miles of buckboard road. Lake 31-2 miles long,
11-2 miles wide, surrounded by mountains cov- I neat and attractive booklet.
Sent to
ered with green woods. Cabins are very pleas
antly situated on the shore of this lake. Spring j
beds, new blankets and clean linen make our beds any address for 20c.
Address
all that could be desired. New boats and canoes. |
Best of stream fishing near. We have canoe trips
that take you by some of the grandest scenery in
Maine, with good fishing all the way. Telephone
M AIN E W O O D S,
connections at home camps with main line and
doctor’ s office. Purest of spring water. Hay j
fever unknown. Excellent food. This is an ideal
place to spend the summer with your family.
Phillips,
Maine.
Terms reasonable. Correspondence solicited.
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Maine.

J

The White House and The Birches.
Log Camps, The Upper Berth and The Owl.
The best appointed hotel and camps at Grand Lake, open for guests from Apr. 15 to Nov. 15. E x
cellent table, large airy rooms, clean beds, open fires. Plenty o f game, landlocked salmon, trout and
togue. Beautiful scenery and healthful air. Write for terms.

FRANK H. BALL, Proprietor,

-

Grand Lake Stream, Maine.

“ Fishing Every Day”
you that here you find GOOD TROUT FISHING every day, and furthermore.
GOOD FLY FISHING every day in the season, you will understand that we
have a rare place. We back up every word o f the above. Circulars free.
H. E. & H. H. HARLOW , Dead River, Maine.

• FINEST IN THE WORLD.
Two hundred and r.inety-seven trout weighing 497 pounds, taken by the Foster
party of Boston, four rods, in 13 days’ fishing, is ONE o f THIS SEASON'S (1905)
records at KINEO. MOOSEHEAD LAKE.
WORLD.

Come and see for yourself.

NO TROUT W ATERS LIKE IT IN THE

1

Booklet on application.

A

THE MOUNT KINEO HOUSE, C. A . J u d k in s , Manager, Kineo, Maine.

m m

m w E - W I T H THEIR

W oods subscription. This makes both
Winnie J. Heald, formerly of East
papers cost only $1.50 a year.
Sumner and one o f the firemen on the
Maine W oods, Phillips, Me.

IN FFST

"Some men are to the manor born
While others are of glory shorn.”

Anglers’

Retreat

and

Log

Are situated at the Outlet o f Welokennebacook Lake.
for Sportsmen and their families.

Cabins

Is a delightful resort

The Trout and Salmon fishing here is unsurpassed by any in the state. The house has been thoroughly remodeled and enlarged, with new offices, cuisine, etc., and travelers, sportsmen ar.d all per
sons seeking rest and recreation will be provided with every comfort and convenience, while for those
who prefer, I have several neat Log Cottages, well furnished, with open fireplaces, spring bens and
everything that will add to the comfort and pleasure of the guests.
Splendid accommodations for all
and an excellent table will always be found here.
The early spring fishing is a revelation and the summer fishing never fails. The besffof Fly Fish
ing every day in the season. This place holds the record of the largest trout taken in {the Rangeley
Lakes.
Guides and boats always ready. This is the most direct route between the Rangeley Lakes and
the White Mountains, and my Steamboats connect with a>l trains, boats and stages. Write for de
scriptive circular.

CAPT.
Middledam,

E.

F.

COBURN,

Rangeley Lakes,

Maine.

Camp and Hotel Proprietors
Should order their circulars al once.

The time is fast approaching for them to

be put into use. Maine W oods does a great deal o f that class o f work. Send
Slocum.
Portland & Rumford Falls railway, has
in your orders early. We can do the work as quick as anybody, but it takes
been in this vicinity for the past three
A Guaranteed Cure For Piles.
To Cure a Cold In One Day
weeks with his auto car and has made
J. W. BRACKETT CO., Phillips, Maine.
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles. several successful fishing trips.
One j Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablet*. All drug time.
Your druggist will refund money if Pazo Oint- |
gist* refund the money if it fails to cure. W. W.
ment fails to cure you in six to 14 days. .,. 50 ctS.
day recently he started out with his Grove’s signature is on each box. ?5c.

i
MAINE
tY*t

c **

d i*

j= »

d »»

C3i* d '»

-O *

AVAGE
R I F L E S

FIRE

READILY

This is a noteworthy feature o f the

L ittle Karaite .22-ealihre Hannnei'!e>s Repeater.

The Military Box Magazine on this
Rille consists o f a small clip holding
seven shots. Soon as one clip is emptied, press a spring
and it drops out. Instantly another loaded clip may he in
serted an<l the shooting continued. One o f these Rifles
was fired 42,351 times at the St. Louis Exposition, and still
works perfectly and shoots accurately.
All rifled and
chambered to shoot 22 caliber short, long and long-rifle
cartridges in the same magazine.
When it comes to Rifles, the Savage is different.
“ A c savage Least would dare to trifle,
With a man who shoots a Savage Rifle."

Little Savage .22-eaIiher llammerless Repeater,
Savage-Junion ,22 -ealibv e Single Shot,
H andsom e S avage Indian W 'atrh Fob sent oil receip t o f 15c.
If your dealer won’ t accommodate you. we will. Either rifle delivered, all charges
paid, upon receipt o f price. Try your dealer first, but send to-day for catalogue.

SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY,

la

«IC3 « i O

«tc a

«C 3

«lO

«'CTS «fC3

19

Turner Street,

«1CJ «

«C3

Utica, N. Y.,“ U.|S. A.
« a ' «KCS «IC3

«| Q
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the other day we had ice cream with
fresh crushed strawberries and frozen J
' in the woods, and for fixin’ s there was
new asparagus, cucumbers, lettuce and
sich. ”
The Moose River Reform club ini eluding John Riding, George C. Brooks
of Boston, H. E. Raymond o f Brookj line, and E. D. Tompkins, Middleton,
ended its visit early in the week after a
satisfactory outing and good sport, !
their catch including many large trout j
and togue.
The Sewell party including J. E.
Sewell, P. E. Bartlett and F. E. Prelat
o f Waterbury and F. K. Heins o f New
York, were exceptionally fortunate in
the Way o f big togue, their catch in
cluding a 13 1-2 pounder for Mr. Sewell,
a 12 1-2 pounder for Mr. Bar, lett and a
7 1-2 pounder for Mr. Prelat.
The W alter H. Wesson party conclud- j
ed it visit early in the week, the larg- j
est fish being a 7 pound salmon taken
by Nathan D. Bill.

<HO

WITH THE CAMPERS.

S

1905.
SPORTSM EN S SUPPLIES

STILL

SUPREME.

The Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle Championship of the United States
W ON
W IT H

KINEO, M00SEHEAD LAKE.

J

.22 SH O R T

PETERS
A

NEW

L. P. Ittel scores 2459 out of
a possible 2500.
Second place won by Dr. A A
Stillman.
Using Peters .22 Long Rifle
Cartridges.

C A R T R ID G E S

RECORD.
Third and Fourth positions a
tie between
H. M. Pope and W . A. Tewes,
Using Peters 22. StevensPope Armory Cart
ridges.

Ask For The Semi-Smokeless Kind.
Wide-awake Dealers sell Peters Goods. Up to date .Sportsmen
demand them. The makers will continue to furnish them.
TH E PETERS C A R T R ID G E COM PAN Y,

The wilderness is attracting many j
New York : h .1‘T e l l e r , Manager.
canoeists, campers and anglers, all of
whom report fine fishing and novel e x - !
gnawed the foot off just above where
GOOD WEEK’S RECORD BY SNYDER periences with big game.
C. W. Whiting of Holyoke and Law- the'powerful iron jaws held it.
GRAND LAKE STREAM.
PARTY OF BOSTON.
son Ramage of Monroe Bridge, are
OTHER VISITORS.
back after two weeks at Caucongomoc
Thomas F. Stoddard and bride of CoTHE FIRST FLY FISHERMAN ANGLES A Big Bull Mcose Gives Chance For Close lake and vicinity. Exceptionally fine
hassett are here for their honeymoon
Inspection.
trout fishing was found at Caucongomoc
WITH EXCELLENT SUCCESS.
and enjoying the fishing.
stream and trout weighing from 3 to 4
[Special correspondence to Maine Woods.]
J. W. Whepley of Washington, D.
A New York Party Occupying The Owl.
pounds were secured. Deer they saw
K in e o , M o o s e h e a d L a k e ,
C., comes for a return visit with C. P.
June
12,
1905.
everywhere and many moose, a big bull
Large Booking of Parties for June.
Russell of Greenfield and Dr. J. F.
The trout have been coming for the being approached as close as the guide Russell of New York.
[Special correspon den ce to M a in e W o od s .]
fly with zest during the past week, and desired to go, before the presence of
G r a n d Lak e S tre am , June 5, 1905.
A F. Hanson of Boston and Fred S.
the intruders was discovered.
The first fly rod w as whipped over the a few warm’ stl11 day s onl-v are needed
Parker o f Bedford are here for their
' ‘I could have touched him with the
the re
annual visit.
stream Thursday morning at 1 o ’clock to Put the sPort at its best for
"
tip o f my fly rod,” said Mr. Ramage to
and a tired but happy sportsman re maining days o f June. Spring has had ..
, ^
.
, B. 0 . Caldwell and A. C. Thompson
the correspondent, as he fed, oblivious1 , ^
, ,
, ,
- ,
turned to camp for breakfast with six a hard time o f it getting away from ,
r
V
o f Brockton are late arrivals,
to o u r presence.
Then the gu id e,
_________
beautiful salmon. Later, being rested, winter’ s grasp, and Old Sol has been
AT WEST OUTLET CAMPS.
whistled and the big head shot into the
he went out again and fished the great kept from coming to the aid o f the fair
The West Outlet Camps are open and
air and the great ears were laid back
goddess
by
cloudy
skies,
but
there
have
er part o f the day.
But the morning
menacingly. For a second I was not entertaining a number of guests who
and evening proved the best. When been many days recently which prophe
quite sure which o f us would do the are finding excellent fishing. Among
sy
that
the
cold
days
to
come
are
few
the maids at The W hite House had just
sprint act, but after a little while the the guests are Mr. and Mrs. Nichols of
begun to wonder what kept Mr. Wilbur and far between.
moose decided to oblige, in a dignified, Hope Valley, R. I.; Nathan Perry and
so late from supper, he appeared with
THE W EEK’ S RECORDS.
I ’m-not-afraid-air, and we were ex his son, Herbert L. Perry o f Attleboro;
ten fine salmon which he caught in one
Among the catches recorded during
Fred E. Bartlett of Waterbury, Conn.,
ceedingly grateful.
“ Deer we were literally able to slap and Dr. I. B. Amos o f Fairfield. Mrs.
with canoe paddles and it was great fun to Nichols has been enjoying fishing for
! send them bounding through the woods. the first time and has had excellent
These experiences are to my mind, luck, her best string being sixteen
among the most fascinating features of trout taken in the cove near the camps.
Several camps have been added since
! camp life, which was new to me.
Messrs. Whiting and Ramage were last season to meet the demand for ad
the first sportsmen to go the West ditional accommodations and a number
branch this year, preceding other par o f improvements made, including the
The charm of
ties by several days and the enjoyment introduction of bath.
o f the outing has already prompted this life is growing among visitors here.
! them to lay plans to come again.
WM. ZIEGLER’ S VISITS RECALLED.
N. C. Nash of Boston is out after
The death o f William Ziegler recalls
! several weeks in camp at the head of the annual visits to this section for
the lake. He has explored and fished many years, by the great capitalist and
to his heart’s content and has been veiy promoter of Arctic explorations. Mr.
comfortable in spite o f what people Ziegler was a great lover o f the
indoors called very disagreeable weath- wilderness and hi especial hobby was
THE WHITE HOUSE AND THE
„HES.
er. As a side line he has amused him to take make-up camping parties and
self with smoking trout and he insists the companies he took in are the larg
that these smoked fish are not only su est that have ever gone in together,
hour in the Tannery pool.
the week, is a string o f 150 trout taken perior to the fresh article, but far more often numbering as many as a doze ’
The logs have not bothered much in by a party including F. S. Snyder and toothsome than the famous Finnan guests, with guiles and attaches to
the stream yet and will all be put wife, N. J. Mead and wife. George haddie. The process, he says, is a match, equipped and outfitted as no
through next week so that by the 12th W hittier and Miss Ruth Whittier o f simple one and may be successfully camping parties have been before or
or 15th the stream will be clear for fish Boston in a ter. days’ stay at Mr. done by anyone. The. fish keep for since, Mr. Ziegler paying “ all the
Snyder’ s private camp. Nearly all o f ! weeks if properly cared for and he bills. ”
ing.
The troll ng in the lake is still fine so the fish were taken on the fly, there thinks are ideal fo r shipping home to
In the way of fishing Mr. Ziegler was
that the sportsmen who arrive next being no necessity to resort to bait to friends.
ever on the lookout
< for the unusual and
wee a can find plenty o f sport until the more than supply the needs o f the
H. L. Moorehouse and H. K. Beach willing to “ rough it” with the best of
party. The banner catch was seven of Bridgeport, Conn., are making the the guides to secure rare sport. As
stream is clear.
The Betts party from New York ar teen trout averaging over three quart Allegash trip and will be in the wo ds evidence of this the “ fish record book’
rived Saturday and are occupying The ers o f a pound each, taken by Mr. ten days or two weeks. Mrs. Moore here tells the story o f a string of 20
Owl, one o f The White House log Snyuer in an hour’ s fly fishing at even house is awaiting their return here.
trout weighing 69 pounds taken by him
ing.
camps.
F. E. Eaton o f Waltham retur. s August 20, 1894.
The Price party is expected Thursdaj
Fred W Tufts o f New York, is find
and will occupy The Upper Berth. ing excellent sport at North Bay, Wed
Some criticism has been offered to this nesday's catch numbering seventeen
name for the largest camps at The fish, the largest weighing 2 1-2 pounds,
Mrs. Tufts is
White House for the reason that the all taken fly casting.
upper berths on the sleeping car.- are following trolling and taking some big
always the objectionable on es,. while ones, an 8 1 2 pound togue being the j
this popular camp is just the opposite, largest
Joseph B. Thomas of New York, reThere seems to be some joking about
it. However the unusual second floor turns for his annual visit with Rev.
Azel H. Fish o f Islip, N. Y ., and 1
gives it its name.
There is a large booking o f parties at Francis B. Allen o f N. Y ., and meeting
The White House for June and good with good success.
J. Leroy Sneckner and w ife o f New
times are expected on the stream.
Mr.
The register this week gives: W il York, join Mr. and Mrs. Tufts.
liam G. Peck, Chester G. Peck, Boston; Sneckner finding a number o f good
W. G. Dillingham, E. H. Sterns, Ban trout close to the hotel.
THE UPPER BERTH AND THE OWL.
Dr. F. H. Jenckes o f Woonsocket,
gor; W. M. Fawcett, Portland; E. E.
Wilbur, Biddeford; John M. Keen, R. I. are late arrivals who will remain
Newark, N. J . ; Wm. B. Bell, Spring-j sometime. The doctor's initial catch
“ These trout were all secured in four
field- Allen M. Brewster.
field;
Brewster, Milton S. was a string o f togue which taxed the home after two w eeks’ stay here, part
Thompson, New buryport; Geo. H. legal limit, and including 8 and 10 o f which was spent in camp at various hours’ fishing,” says a marginal nota
points on the lake.
tion in Mr. Ziegler’s own handwriting
Betts, DeWitt Bailey, New York City; pounders.
F. G. Crane o f Dalton and H. A. and the detailed weights are recorded
Aaron de Cordova and w ife o f New
Dr. E. D. Hill, Plymouth; Rowland
York, returned home after a two w.eks Francis o f Pittsfield are in the woods as the fish were taken as follows: 3 3-4,
Hill, Saco.
3 3-4, 4, 3 3-4, 4, 2 1-2, 3, 3 1-4, 3 1-2, 3,
delightful visit, during which they have for their annual camping trip.
Howard A. Colby, Everett Colby and 2 3-4, 3 1-2, 3 1-2, 3 3-4, 3, 3 1-4, 3 1-2,
taken a number o f large trout and
Camp and Hotel Printing.
G. P. Herrick o f New York and George 3 3-4 and 4 pounds.”
togue and a 3 pound salmon.
They were secured at Socatean pond
“ I ’ m not fishing for the market,” F. Brown, Jr., of Boston are out after
There is nothing like arranging for
your printing early. The season o f 1905 was Mr. Cordova’s remark to his guides ten days at Mr. C olby’s private camps located on Socatean stream which emp
at Mud pond carry. Big trout they ties into the lake, but which was then
will be on before we realize it and we when they urged him to fish more.
took in plenty and as a side line tried and is now, difficult o f access and sel
“
I
’m
just
up
here
fo
r
a
good
time
and
can’t make a mistake by getting an
idea of how to 1 a y o u t next sea rest, and I ’m gettin g both and all the bear trapping, but the nearest they dom fished. It is doubtful if the catch,
son’s printing.
Special prices and spe fish I want, all I have any use fo r .” came to a capture was the find of a all things considered, has ever been
bear foot in a trap, immediately after equaled anywhere.
cial arrangements for camp and hotel Mr. Cordova also had something in the
seeing a black streak disappear through
Mr. Ziegler was also fond o f hunting
printing. We know what you need for way o f luxuries at his shore dinners.
the woods at their approach. The ani and one o f the handsomest moose heads
“
Talk
about
livin,”
exclaimed
his
guide
cuts.
J. W. B r a c k e t t Co.,
mal was game and when captured here was secured by him and presented
M a i n e W o o d s , Phillips, M e . with a far-away happy-like look, “ why
TRAPPERS. A fter trying other trapping meth
ods without success, try mine. I will show ycu
the right way for a small sum.
Wm. P. Townsend. W est Buxton. Me.

SPO RTSM EN ’S SUPPLIES

Cincinnati, U. S. A .

to the Kineo House. There are also
several deer heads which were secured
by him.
A t one time Mr. Ziegler contemplat
ed purchase o f the property owned by
the Kineo company, for he was an ar
dent admirer o f the place and saw
clearly its future possibilities. He was,
however, unable to get coutrol o f a sin
gle share o f stock which would have
given him a majority and abandoned
the idea.
Mr. Ziegler’s favorite headquarters
in the woods was at Eagle lake and the
camp ground used by him is now known
to tourists and woodsmen as “ Ziegler’ s
camp ground. ’ ’
EXCURSIONISTS COMING.

Kineo will entertain several import
ant companies o f guests during the
summer, among the most important of
which is the United States General
Passenger Agents’ association which
will hold its annual meeting here June
24 to 26.
St. John’s Commandery, Knights
Templar o f Bangor, will entertain
Gethsemane commandery of Newtonville and Jt. Johns commandery of
Portland here June 30-31, arriving Fri
day night and leaving after dinner Sat
urday.
YOUNG & BUXTON’S CAMPS.
Good Catch of Thirteen-Years-Old Boy.
Other Good Catches.
[Special correspondence to M a in e W o o d s .]

On aw a,

June 12, 1905.

Among those who have stopped at
Young & Buxton’s Camps and enjoyed
the excellent fishing recently are: W.
Campbell and James C. Clark of N ew
ark, N. J .; Wm. A. Bradley of New
York; John MacGregor o f South Lin
coln; Mr. Stevenson of Lowell; Leslie
Jones of Bangor; Dr. Coit of Newark;
Dr. Baker of Long Branch, N J .; C. P.
Clough of Providence; A. G. V. N. H.
Davis of Sangerville; E. E. Ames of
Henderson; H. W. Lane of Monson;
Warden Adams of Jackman.
Not one o f them have broken previous
records, Mr. Bradley having secured
the largest fish, which weighed but 13
pounds.
Numbers,
however,
have
made up for lack in weight. James C.
Clark, but thirteen years of age, can
very properly feel proud of one day’ s
catch when he took 29 lakers and one
square tail. The basket of trout that
C. P. Clough took from Virgin pond
(where sentiment excludes all but fly
fishing) was a thing of beauty, the
trout being as alike as two peas and
weighing about 1 pound each. Mr.
Bradley, who has fished for two weeks,
has taken 339 fish.
Dr. Baker, while not equaling the
others in numbers, succeeded in captur
ing the largest salmon as well as square
tail taken from these camps this sea
son. Of all the fish taken, only those
which were injured have been kept, the
others being liberated to help gladden
those who fish later. There are all the
earmarks o f good fishing for this sea
son in Onawa and thirty surrounding
lakes and ponds.
There is such a thing as hoss sence
allrite. It is what makes a man put
upp his line wen the fish hes takken
all the bate offen his hook.
Send Us Fishing Stories.
Our readers are requested to send us
fishing stories. There are plenty o f
things to write us. Tell us where you
go and what you see. Address
M a i n e W o o d s , Phillips, Maine.
WHERE TO GO FISHING.
A sk M a in e W oods Information Bureau for

circulars and particulars, Phillips. Me.

MAINE
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Sandy River Railroad.
Time-Table in Effect, June 5, 1905.

f.

To a

“ True

e f aa tsie at its beet, I
have
offer what is
yond question the most beautiful, and in every way, most desirable parcel o f land
on the shores of Rangeley Lake. The property in question (about 42 acres la
. all) is the well known point on the Southern Shore o f that lake directly opposite
and looking down upon “ Maneskutuk ” the island paradise o f M r. Frederick S.
Dickson, of Philadelphia. I shall be pleased to send a circular with full details,
and price
anyone desiring to investigate this opportunity
secure a
u k h iu t a rin d e a Am shores of Rangeley Lake.

te

te

te

Address

be

North

Tr’ n l Tr’ n 3 Tr’ n 5

te,

Farmington, ... .......lv

11.00 12.00 4.40

Strong, ............

P. M.

property

A.

M.

P. M.

12.05 12.30
12.30 12.50

P . M.

5.10
5.30

J. W. BRACKETT, PklUipa, Halm*

Continued from last week, this* story

South

T r’ n 2 Tr’ n 4 Tr’ n 6
A. M. A. M. P . M .

began March 10.
P hillips,............ .......lv 7.20 8.30
1.25
andersliirts. They were as much in
the water as out of it, for the icy hath
S tron g,..............
7.40 9.10 1.45
had become almost grateful. Hamil
ton, the journalist, who had attached
“ Look here. Carpenter.” said he. sure.
“ Yes, but this is different, i m goln’
Farmington,. . . . . ••ar.
8.10 10.00 2.15
himself definitely to the drive, distrib
“ What’s happening out there? Have
Wallace r.ui to the boarding lions ■
to
git
married
on
this.
How’s
that?”
uted bunches of papers, in which the
some o f your confounded logs sunk, or and roused his partner from a heavy
Thorpe, his attention struck at last,
F. N. BEAL, Supt
men read that the unseasonable condi
what? There don't seem to be near so sleep. The latter understood the situa WESTON LEWIS, Pres.
stared at his companion.
tions prevailed all over the country.
many of them somehow.”
tion
at
a
word.
While
dressing
he
ex
“ Who is she?” he asked abruptly.
Megantic Railway.
At length, however, it gave signs of
“ No; it isn't that,” proffered Carpen plained to the younger man wherein Franklin &
“ She used to wash at Camp Four.”
breaking. The sky, which had been of
Shortest and easiest route to Eustis and the Dead
ter after a moment’s scrutiny. “ There lay the danger.
Thorpe dimly remembered the wom
River region.
• steel blue, harbored great piled thun
are just as many logs, but they are
“ If the jam breaks once,” said he,
an now^-an overweighted creature with
Time-Table in Effect, June 5, 1905.
der heads. Toward evening the thun
getting separated a little so you can "nothing top of earth can prevent it
P . M . P . M.
SOUTH.
A . M.
der heads shifted and finally dissipat a certain attraction of elfishly blowing see the open water between them.”
from going out into the lake, and there Bigelow, lv
hair, with a certain pleasing, full
11 00 2 00 6 45
ed, to be sure, but the portent was
“ Guess you’re right. Say. look here, it ’ll scatter heaven knows where. Once Carrabassett,
11
20
2 25 7 05
cheeked, full bosomed health.
( ar
11 40 3 00 7 30
there.
I believe that the river is rising.”
scattered it is practically a total loss.” Kingfield, {
The two walked on in re-established
A. M.
A . M.
P. M.
“ Nonsense! We haven’t had any
Hamilton’s papers began to tell of
( lv
6 50 7 00 12 50
They felt blindly through the rain in
silerfce. Finally the giant, unable to
*N. Freeman, lv 6 55
12 55
rain.”
washouts and cloudbursts in the south
the direction of the lights on the tug *Mt. Abram Jet., lv
contain himself longer, broke out again.
7 30
“ She’s rising just the same. You sec and pile driver. Shearer, the water Salem,
and west. The men wished they had
7
10
7 40
1 10
“ I do like that woman,” said he with
•Summit, lv
7 23
1 12
8 35
tome of that water here.
a quaintly
deliberate seriousness. | that spile over there near the left hand dripping from his flaxen mustache, *W. Freeman, lv 7 25
1 25
So finally the drive approached its “ That’s the Quest woman in this dis- j crib? Well, I sat on the boom this 1. oined them like a shadow. At the Strong, ar
7 35 9 05
1 35
NORTH.
A . M.
A . M.
P. M.
morning watching the crew, and I river he announced his opinion. “ We
and and all concerned began in antici
Strong, lv
8 15 10 00 5 12
trict”
whittled the spile with my knife. You can hold her ail right,” he assured *W. Freeman, lv 8 25
pation to taste the weariness that
5 17
Thorpe felt the quick moisture rush
8 35 10 30 5 27
can see the marks from here. I cut the |them. “ It '11 take a few more piles, but •Summit, lv
awaited them.
The few remaining
to his eyes. There was something in
Salem,
8 40 10 35 5 35
tasks still confronting them all at once expressibly touching in those simple j thing about two feet above the water. by morning the storm ’ ll be over, and *Mt. Abram Jet., lv 8 45 10 40
•No. Freeman, lv 8 50
5 43
Look at it now.”
Mamed more formidable than what
she'll begin to go down again.”
words as Big Junko uttered them.
( ar
9 00 11 30 5 50
“ She’s pretty near the water line,
they had accomplished. The work for
P. M.
The three picked their way over the Kingfield, {
“ And when you are married,” he ask
9 15 12 00 5 55
( lv
the first time became dogged, distaste ed, “ what are you going to do? Are that’s right,” admitted Carpenter.
creaking, swdyiug timber. But when Carrabassett,
9 45 12 35 6 20
About an hour later the younger man j they reached the pile driver they found Bigelow, ar
ful. Even Thorpe was infected. He, you going to stay on the river?”
10 15 1 05 6 40
•Flag stations. Trains stop on notice to con*
in his turn made a discovery.
too, wanted more than anything else
' trouble afoot. The crew had mutinied ductor. tMixed trains.
“ No, I’m goin’ to clear a farm. The
“ She’s been rising right along,” he
to drop on the bed in Mrs. Hathaway’s woman says that’ s the thing to do. I
connection is made at Strong with traina
I and refused longer to drive piles un toClose
and from Phillips, Farmington, Portland and
submitted.
“
Your
marks
are
nearer
boarding house. There remained but ; like the river too. But you bet when
der the face of the jam.
Boston.
a few things to do. A mile of sacking j Carrie says a thing that’ s plenty good the water, and, do yon know, I believe
Stage connection at Bigelow for Stratton and
“ If she breaks away she’s going to Eustis,
at Carrabassett for Flagstaff and Dead
the logs are beginning to feel it. See,
Would carry the drive beyond the in- ! enough for Big Junko.”
bury us.” said they.
River.
fluence of freshet water. After that
GEO. M. VOSE. Superintendent.
Thorpe looked at his companion fix they’ve closed up the little openings
“ She won’ t break,” snapped Shearer. |
there would be no hurry.
edly. He remembered Big Junko as between them, and they are beginning “ Get to work.”
He looked round at the hard, fatigue a wild beast when his passions were to crowd down to the lower end of the
“ It's dangerous,” they objected sul Phillips & Rangeley and Eustis
Worn faces of the men about him, and aroused, as a man whose honesty had pond.”
lenly.
Railroads.
he suddenly felt a great rush of affec been doubted.
“ I don't know anything about this
“ You get off this driver!” shouted
SETH M. CARTER, Receiver.
tion for these comrades who had so unbusiness,” hazarded the journalist, “ but Solly. “ Go over and lie down in a ten
“ You’ve changed, Junko,” said he.
Mservedly spent themselves for his af
Time-Table, in Effect June 5, 1905. \
“ I know,” said the big man. “ I been I should think there was a good deal of
fair. Their features showed exhaus a scalawag all right. I quit it. I don't pressure on that same lower end. By acre lot and see if you feel safe there!"
The only all-rail line to Rangeley. The shortest,
He drove them ashore with a storm quickest and easiest route to all points in th*
tion, it is true, but their eyes gleamed know much, but Carrie she’s smart, Jove, look here! See those logs up-end.
Dead River region.
■till with the steady, half humorous and I’m goin’ to do what she says, i I believe you're going to have a jam of profanity and a multitude of kicks,
his
steel
blue
eyes
blazing.
No
5 No 3 No 1
|No 1 Jo 6 No 4
purpose of the pioneer. When they When you get stuck on a good woman right here in your own booms.”
MP M
P M
“ There’s nothing for it but to get A M A M A M
caught his glance they grinned good like Carrie, Mr. Thorpe, you don't give
9
00
9 05
“ I don’t know,” hesitated Wallace. the boys out again,” said Tim. “ I
lv Boston
{j ar *
8
30
9
10
humoredly.
much for anything else. Sure. That’ s , •I never heard of its happening.”
PM
kinder hate to do it.”
All at once Thorpe turned and start right. It’s the biggest thing top of ! “ You’d better let some one know.”
1 10 8 30
Portland lv 11 55 5 25
But
when
the
Fighting
Forty,
half
P M
A M
ed for the bank.
“ I hate to bother Harry or any of asleep but dauntless, took charge of the 4 40 12 00
earth.”
Farmington ' 8 10 2 15
“ That ’ll do, boys.” be said quietly to
Phillips lv 7 20 1 25
Herk it was again—the opposing the river men. I’ll just step down to driver a catastrophe made Itself 5 30 12 50
the nearest group. “ She’s down.”
creed.
And from such a source! the mill. Mason—he’s our mill fore known. One of the ejected men had 5 30 12 55 7 45
Phillips ar 7 20 1 25 6 Iff
It was noon. The sackers looked up Thorpe’s iron will contracted again.
5 45 1 10 8 45
Madrid
lvj 7 05 1 10 l> 45
man—he’ll know.”
tripped the lifting chain of the ham
•Madrid Junctioni
'
In surprise. Behind them, to their very
“ A woman is no excuse for a man’s
Mason came to the edge of the high mer after another had knocked away 5 52 1 17 8 57 •Reed’s Mill ' 6 58 1 03 4 15
feet, rushed the soft smooth slope of neglecting his work,” he snapped.
6 00 1 25 9 10 •Sanders Mill ; 6 48 12 53 4 00
trestle and took one look.
the heavy preventing block, and so 6 20 1 45 9 50
Redington
| 6 28 12 33 3 30
Hemlock rapids. Below them flowed a
“ Shorely not," agreed Junko serene
“ Jumping fishhooks!" he cried. “ Why, the hammer had fallen into the river 6 40 2 05 10 25 Eustis Junction 6 10 12 15 3 00
broad, peaceful river. The drive had ly. “ I aim to finish out my time all the river’s up six inches and still
Greene’s Farm
7 15 2 40
11 40
6 07 12 12 2 50
passed its last obstruction. To all in right, Mr. Thorpe. Don’t you worry a-comin’ ! Here you, Tom !” he called and was lost. None other was to be 6 45 2 10 10 30 •Dead River
had. The pile driver was useless.
tents and purposes it was over.
7 00 2 25 10 50 ar Rangeley lvl 5 5£ 12 00 2 30
none about that. I done my best for to one of the yard hands. “ You tell
A dozen men were at once dispatched
READ DOW N.
R E A D UP.
j
Calmly, with matter of fact direct you. And,” went on the river man in Solly to get steam on that tug dou
for
cables,
chains
and
wire
ropes
from
ness, as though they had not achieved the expansion of this unwonted confi ble quick and have Dave hustle to
The American Express Company transact*!
the supply at the warehouse.
business at all points on line of Phillips & Rangethe impossible, they shouldered their dence with his employer, “ I’d like to gether his driver crew!”
“ It’s part of the same trick,” laid ley railroad.
peaveys and struck into the broad wag rise to remark that you’ re the best boss
•Flag Stations. Trains stop on notice to con- ■
“ What are you going to do?” asked Thorpe grimly. “ Those fellows have
ductor.
on road. In the middle distance loomed ; I ever had, and we boys wants to stay Wallace.
The above table shows the time that trains may
their
men
everywhere
among
us.
I
the tall stacks of the mill, with the lit with her till there’ s skating in hades.”
be expected to arrive and depart from the sev en
“ I got to strengthen the booms,” ex ^ ’ *■ *»*■*“ — •—
>5- stations, but is not guaranteed.
Subject to
tle board town about it. Across the eye ! “ All right,” murmured Thorpe indif
plained the mill foreman. “ W e’ll drive
change and correction without notice.
[Continued on Page 7. ]
ferently. Suddenly the remaining half tome piles across the cribs.”
F. A. LAWTON. Supt. D. F. FIELD. G. P. & T. A.
mile to town seemed very long Indeed.
“ Is there any danger?”
“ Oh. no. The river would have to Portland & Rumford Falls Railway Bangor &
Aroostook Railroad,
C H A P T E R X X X I.
rise a good deal higher than she is now
Arrangement of Trains.
Time-Table,
in
Effect
June
p , 1905.
ALLACE CARPENTER and to make current enough to hurt.
IN E F F E C T M O N D A Y , J U N E 5 . 1 9 04.
Hamilton, the journalist, seat They’ ve had a hard rain up above.
Trains leave Oquossoc f o r Rumford
P U L L M A N C A R S E R V IC E .
ed against the sun warmed This will go down in a few hours.”
Falls, Lewiston, Portland and Bos
Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Caribou
ton,
7.25 a. m., 12.55 p. m.
_____ bench of Mrs. Hathaway’s
After a time the tug puffed up to the
and Bangor on train leaving Caribou at 6.20 a. ra.
due to arrive at Oquossoc from
and Bangor at 3.25 p. m. Sleeping Car on train
boarding house, commented on the booms, escorting the pile driver. The Trains
Boston, Portland, Lewiston a n d
leaving Caribou 4.40 p. m. and Bangor 3.25 a. m. 1
band as it stumbled# into the wash latter towed a little raft of long, sharp
Rumford Falls,
12.05 and 6.20 p. m
T R A IN S L E A V E B A N G O R .
Through Parlor Cars between Portland and
room. Their conversation was inter ened piles, which It at once began to
3.25 a. m .—For and arriving at Millinocket, 6.15
rupted by the approach of Thorpe and drive in such positions as would most Oquossoc during the Tourist Season.
a. m., Houlton, 8.23 a. m., Presque Isle.10.04 a. m.
Trains run daily except Sunday.
Fort Fairfield, 10.40 a. m., Caribou, 10.30 a. m. Van
Big .Junko. The former looked twenty effectually strengthen the booms. In
Buren 11.55 a. m.
R . C. B r a d f o r d , Traffic Man., Portland, Me.
vears older after his winter. His eye the meantime the thunder heads had
7.10 a. m .—For and arriving at Brownville, 9.17
E. L. Lovejoy , Supt. Rumford Falls, Me.
a. m. Katahdin Iron Works 9.05 a. m. Milli
was dull, his shoulders drooped, his slyly climbed the heavens, so that a
nocket 10.25 a. m. Patten 11.40 a. m. Ashland 1.35
gait was inelastic. The whole bearing sudden deluge of rain surprised the
m. Fort Kent 3.30 p. m. Houlton 12.30 p. m.
Rangeley Lakes Steamboat Co. p.Presque
Isle 2.14 p. m. Caribou 2.40 p. m. Van
of the man was that of one weary to workmen. For an hour it poured down
Buren 5.35 p. m. Fort Fairfield 2.30 p. m. Lime
Time-Table,
in
Effect
June
5,
1905,
the bone.
in torrents, then settled to a steady
stone 3.28 p. m. Dover 9.16 a. m. Guilford 9.37 a
“ I’ ve got something here to show gray beat.
Immediately the aspect
DOWN TRIP.
A. M. A. M. P. M. m. Monson 10.12 a. m. Greenville 10.45 a. m. Kinec
you, Harry!” cried Wallace Carpenter, had changed.
Rangeley,
lv a*8 00 llt40,*2 40 12.45 p. m.
1.40 p. m. —(Via Newport and D exter)—For and
waving a newspaper. “ It was a great
Solly, the tug captain, looked at his R. L. H. Wharf, lv i 8 05 11 45 2 45 arriving at Dover 3.45 p. m. Guilford 4.00 p. m.
&
|P. M.
Greenville 5.0o p. m. Kineo 7.05 p. m.
drive, and here’s something to remem mooring hawsers and then at the near
South Rangeley, ar
12 20
3.26 p. m. —For and arriving at Brownville 4.50
ber it by."
est crib.
Mountain View, lv > cs 8 55!
3 25 p. m. Millinocket 6.00 p. m. Sherman 6.45 p. m.
“ All right. Wallace, by and by.” re
J- 9 00
Patten
7.15 p. m. Houlton 8.00 p. m. Ashland 9.10
“ She’s riz two inches in th’ last two Rangeley Outlet, ar ►
3 30
p. m. Mars Hill and Blaine 9.04 p. m. Presque Isle
plied Thorpe dully. “ I’m dead. I’m hours,” he announced, “ and she’s runA. M.
UP TRIP.
a c p. M. 9.34 p. m. Caribou 10.00 p. m. Fort Fairfield 9.50
going to turn in for awhile. I need nin’ like a mill race.” Solly was a Rangeley Outlet, lv *10 00
►«g*5 00 p. m.
sleep more than anything else.”
4.50 p. m .—For and arriving at Lagrange 6.10
typical north country tug captain, short Mountain View, lv 10 05 NOON 2 ® 5 05
p. m. Milo 6.34 p. m. Brownville 6.45 p. m. Dover
He passed through the little passage and broad, with a brown, clear face South Rangeley, lv
12+30 n 6 25 and
Foxcroft, 6.55 p. m. Guilford 7.17 p. rn.
i
P. M. S c
into the “ parlor bedroom,” which Mrs. and the steadiest and calmest of steel
Greenville 8.25 p. m. Quebec 1.00 p. m. Montreal
|(S 7 00 8.05 a. m.
Hathaway always kept in readiness blue eyes. “ When she begins to feel R. L. H. Wharf, lv 10 45 1 05 Qco
ar 10 50 1 10
7 05
A R R IV A L S .
for members of the firm. There he fell th’ pressure behind,” he went on, Rangeley,
•Daily. +Daily except Sunday.
9.10 a.m . Leaving Montreal 7.25 p. m. Quebec
heavily asleep aim os^before his body “ there’s goin’ to be trouble.”
Boat leaving Rangeley st 11.40 a. m. connects at 3.00 p. m. Greenville 5.30 a. m. Guilford 6.33 a. m.
with Rumford Falls & Rangeley Dover 6.50 a.m. Brownville 7.05 a. m. Milo 7.15 a.
had met the bed.
Toward dusk she began to feel that South Rangeley
m.
railroad train for Portland and Boston.
In the long dining room the river pressure. Through the rainy twilight Lakes
Boats leaving South Rangeley at 12.30 noon and
I.05 p. m. Leave Caribou 6.20 a. m. Presque
men consumed a belated dinner. They the logs could be seen raising their 6.25 p. m. connect at that point with Rumford Isle 6.47 a. m. Fort Fairfield 6.25 a. m. Houlton
& Rangeley Lakes railroad train from Port 8.25 a. m. Ashland 7.20 a. m. Patten 9 05 a ra.
had no comments to make. It was ghostly arms of protest. Slowly, with Falls
“ You've changed, Junko,” said he.
land and Boston.
Millinocket 10.28 a. m. Brownville 11.32 a. m.
Boat leaving Rangeley Outlet at 10 a. m. con Milo 11.41 a. m.
over.
out tumult, the jam formed. In the nects
at Rangeley with Phillips & Rangeley rail
■pun the thread of the railroad. Far
The two on the veranda smoked. To
3.00 p. m .—Leaving Kineo 9.10 a. m. Greenville
train from Portland and Boston.
away gleamed the broad expanses of the right, at the end of the sawdust rear they pressed in. were sucked un road
boats connect at Rangeley Outlet with stage 11.40 a. m. Guilford 12.43 p. m. Dover 1.00 p. in.
der in the swift water and came to to All
(via Dexter and Newport.)
Lake Superior.
and from the lower Rangeley Lakes.
■treet, the mill sang its varying and
7.25 p. m .—Leaving Kineo 1.45 p. m. Greenville '
At reasonable rates a special boat will be run
The men paired off naturally and fell lulling keys. The odor of fresh sawed rest at the bottom of the river. The from
Rangeley to South Rangeley to connect with 3.55 p. m. Monson 3 45 p. m. Guilford 5.00 p. m.
Into a dragging, dogged walk. Thorpe pine perfumed the air. Not a hundred current o f the river began to protest, train leaving that point at 7.30 a. m. for Portland Dover 5.16 p. m. Limestone 9.50 a. m. Van Buren
Boston.
3.10 a. m. Caribou 12.10 p. m. Presque Isle 12.38
found himself unexpectedly with Big yards away the river slipped silently pressing its hydraulics through the nar and
The above time-table shows time boats may be p. m. Fort Fairfield 1!.30 a. m. Houlton 2.15 p.
Junko. For a time they plodded on to the distant blue Superior, escaping rowing crevices. The situation demand expected to arrive and depart from the several m. Fort Kent 11.10 a. m. Ashland 1.05 p. m. Pat
ten 3.00 p. m. Sherman 3.34 p. m. Millinocket 4.22
points, but is not guaranteed.
Without conversation. Then the big between the slanting atone filled cribs ed attention.
H. H. FIELD, General Manager.
p. m. Brownville 5.33 p. m. Milo 5.42 p. m. La
A breeze began to pull offshore in
grange 6.10 p. m.
Man ventured a remark.
which held back the logs. Down the the body of rain. Little by little it in
II.
30 p. m. Leaving Van Buren 2.50 p. m. Car
•Vm glad she’s over,” said he. “ I got south and west the huge thunder heads
ibou 4.40 p. m. Fort Fairfield 4.05 p. m. Presque
creased, sending the water by in gusts,
• good stake cornin’.”
Isle 5.07 p. m. Houlton 6.40 p. m. Millinocket 8.60
gathered and flashed and grumbled, as ruffling the already hurrying river into
p. m.
*Yes,” replied Thorpe indifferently.
they had done every afternoon for greater haste, raising far from the
Jnt
**I got most £600 cornin’,” persisted days.
We have everything in the livery line C. C. BROWN, General Pass, and Ticket
W. M. BROWN, General Superinterr’ ei.
shore dimly perceived whitecaps. Be
Jnnko.
“ Queer thing,” commented Hamilton
that is needed. The stable has been
Bangor. Me., June 5, 1905
"Might as well be 600 cents,” com* dually, “ these cold streaks in the air. tween the roaring of the wind, the
dash
o
f
rain
and
the
rush
o
f
the
stream
enlarged
and
newly
equipped
through■anted Thorpe. “ I t ’d make you Just They are just as distinct as though
S en d Us F ish in g S to rie s.
men had to shout to make themselves ; out.
M drumk.”
Experienced drivers will take
they had partitions around them.”
heard.
Our
readers
are requested to send os
Big Junko laughed self consciously,
“ Queer climate anyway,” agreed Car1parties when desired.
“ Guess you’d better rout out the
fishing stories. There are plenty of
but without the slightest resentment.
pouter.
boss,” screamed Solly to Wallace Car
•That’s all right,” said he, “ but J**
things to write us. Tell us where you
P, R ICH ARD SO N & CO.,
Excepting always for the mill, the
batcher life I don’t blow this stake."
go and what you see. Address
little settlement appeared asleep. The penter. “ This water’s cornin’ up an
“ I’ve heard that talk before,” shrug- ■ aln booms were quite deserted. Aft- lacb an hour right along. When she i Rangeley.
*
Maine. .
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Trade Notes.
Averages Reported.
Sacramento, Cal., May 13 and 14, E.
Holling, 1st general average, shooting
DuPont and Infallible, 368 out o f 400
0. Frendner, 2d general average, 357
out of 400, shooting DuPont. C. Reed,
3d general average, 347 out o f 40o’
shooting DuPont. J. Johnson o f Chico,
Cal., shooting DuPont and F. New bert
of Sacramento, Cal., shooting Infalli
ble, tied for first amateur average, 354
out of 400. H. Davis o f Auburn, Cal.,
2d amateur average, 356 out o f 400,
shooting DuPont. A. W alker, 3d ama
teur average, 339 out o f 400, shooting
DuPont.
Parkersburg, W . V a., May 16, 17
and 18, John S. Boa, 1st general aver
age, 508 out o f 546, shooting DuPont.
R. 0. Heikes, 2d general average, 505
out of 540, shooting DuPont. G. E.
Painter of Pittsburg, Pa., 1st amateur
and 3d general average, 498 out o f 540,
shooting DuPont.
F. H. Snow o f
Brooklyn, 0 ., 2d amateur average, 495
out of 540, shooting DuPont. F. D.
Alkire of Williamsport, O., 3d amateur
average. 482 out o f 540, shooting Du
Pont. In the State
Championship
event F. E. Mallory o f Parkersburg
tbd with E. E. Sample o f Huntington,
W. Va. each breaking 45 out o f 50. F.
E. Mallory won in the shoot-off with 22
to Mr. Sample’s 17.
Both shot Du
Pont.
Wootan Wells, Texas, May 16 and 17, J
L. E. Ross o f Corsicana, Texas, 239 out
of 270, 1st general average, shooting
Infallible and DuPont. G. N. Groves
ofGroesbeck, Texas, 2d general aver
age, 237 out o f 270, shooting DuPont.
Jack Rowe o f Ennis, Texas, shooting
Infallible and J. A. Dryden o f Waco,
Texas, shooting DuPont tied for 3d
general average, 230 out o f 270. All
these gentlemen are amateurs. The
State Championship cup was won by
L. E. Ross o f Corsicana, Texas, shoot
ing DuPont, 49 out o f 50.
Herington, Kas., May 16, 17, 18 and
19, W. H. Heer, 1st general average,
482 out o f 500, shooting New E. C.
(Improved.) Ed O ’ Brien o f Florence,
Kas., 2d amateur and 3d general aver
age, 468 out o f 500, shooting New E. C.
(Improved.) H. G. Taylor o f Meckling,
South Dakota, 465 out o f 500, 3d ama
teur average, shooting New E. C.
(Improved.)
Owensboro, Ky., May 17 and 18,
Frank F^urote, 1st general average,
365 out of 400, shooting Infallible. A1
Willerdingof Evansville, Ind., 1st am
ateur and 2d general average. 360 out
of 400, shooting DuPont. Frank Riehl,
3d general average, 358 out o f 400,
shooting E. C.
Crawfordsville, Ind., May 17 and 18,
Fred Gilbert, 410 out o f 420, 1st gen 
eral average, shooting DuPont. Chas.
Young, 2d general average, 407 out o f
420, "shooting DuPont.
W . D. Stannard, 3d gen ral average, 397 out o f
420, shooting DuPont. On the first day
of the tournament the Two-Man Team
race for the Championship of Indiana
was won by Messrs. H. Comstock and
J. W. Bell, both o f Indianapolis, Ind..
both shooting DuPont. Mr. Comstock
broke 24 out o f 25 and Mr. Bell broke
21. On the second day o f the tourna
ment J. W. Cooper o f Indianapolis.
Ind., shooting DuPont, won the Indi
vidual championship o f the state o f In
diana with 96 out o f 100.
Toronto, Ont., May 17, 18 and 19, W.
R. Crosby, 1st general average, .£52 out
of 610, shooting New E. C. (Im proved.)
D. A. Upson o f Cleveland, O., 2d ama
teur and 2d general average, 539 out o f
610, shooting DuPont. H. Scane o f
Ridgetown, Ont., 3d amateur and 3d
general average, 539 out o f 610, shoot
ing DuPont.
Guthrie, 0. T., May 23 and 24, W. H.
Heer, 1st general average, 392 out o f
400, shooting New E. C. (Im proved.)
Walter Huff, 2d general average, 375
out of 400, shooting DuPont. C. Got
tlieb, 3d general average, 364 out o f
400, shooting DuPont. C. G. Ruest o f
McLeod, I. T., 1st amateur average,
357 out of 400, shooting DuPont. Dave
Harriman of Pawnee, I. T ., 2d amateur
average, 349 out o f 400, shooting Du
Pont. Joe Appleton or Perry, I. T.,
3d amateur average, 348 out o f 400,
shooting DuPont.

Rugged H e a lth
Dear Sirs:—
No call for the doctor where the
True “ L. F.” Bitters are freely used.
We find it an unfailing Remedy.
MRS. FR E D E. C R O N D A L L ,
Dec. 2, 1903.
Brownville, Me.
The True “ L. F .” A tw o o d ’s Bitte-rs
break up colds, and promptly cure In
digestion, Dyspepsia and Constipation.
35 cents a bottle.

Abilene, Texas, May 24 and 25, F.
M. Faurote, 1st general average, 380
out o f 400, shooting DuPont. M. E.
Atchison o f Giddings, Texas, 1st ama
teur and 2d general average, 355 out of
300, shooting DuPont. J. S. Day, 3d
;n«ra average, 353 out o f 400, shootgemn-al
g * D uPont and Infallible.
ing*D
W. J.
Rand o f El Paso, Texas, 2d amateur
average, 341 out o f 400, shoo.ing Infal
lible. W. G. Baxter o f Oomanehe,
Texas, 3d amateur average, 329 out of
400, shooting DuPont and Infallible.
Bound Brook, N. J., May 30, Edw. F.
Markley o f Easton, Pa., won the Infal
lible trophy with high amateur average
of the tournament, 178 out of 200,
shooting New Schultze.
U. M. C. Re ords.
G. A. Brown o f Seneca Falls, N. Y .,
was successful in winning each special
gun event at the recent Auburn, N. Y.,
tournament, winning two guns in con
secutive days. It has not been reported
whether there were any guns offered as
prizes which Mr. Brown did not win.
He used U. M. C. Arrow shells.
Fred Coleman recently defeated Mr.
German in a 100 bird match by the
score o f 93 out o f 100. He used, as
usual U. M. C. shells.
On May 19th, W. H. Heer made a run
o f 100 straight at Perry, Okla, using U.
M. C. Arrow shells. This is the 12th
time he has run 100 straight this year,
Col. J. T. Anthony while giving an
exhibition shoot at Louisville, Ky., May
20th, broke 100 straight, also using U.
M. C. A rrow shells.

THE BLAZED TRAIL.
[Continued from Page 6. J
“ You think it’s Morrison & D aly?”
queried Carpenter, astonished.
“ T h in k? I know it. They know as
well as you or 1 that if we save these
logs w e’ ll win out In the Stock Ex
change. and they’ re not such fools as
to let us save them if it can be helped.”
"W h a t are you going to do n ow ?”
“ The only thing there is to be done.
We'll string heavy booms chained to
gether between the cribs and then
trust to heaven they’ II hold. I think
w e can hold the jam . The w ater will
begin to flow over the bank before
long, so there w on't be much increase
o f pressure over what we have now,
and as there w on't be any shock to
Withstand I think our heavy booms
w ill do the business.”
He turned to direct the boring o f
some long boom logs iu preparation for
the chains. Suddenly he w hirled again
to W allace with so strange an expres
sion in his face that the young man al
most cried out. The uncertain light of
the lanterns showed dim ly the streaks
o f rain across his countenance, and
his eye flared with a look almost o f
panic.
“ I never thought o f it,” he said in a
low voice.
l ool that I am! I don’ t
see how 1 missed it. W allace, don't
you see what those devils will do
n ext?”
“ No. W hat do you m ean?” gasped
the younger man.
“ There are 12.000.000 feet o f logs up
river in Sadler & Sm ith's drive. D oq't
you see w hat they’ ll d o ?”
“ No. I don’t believe” —
“ Just as soon as they find out that
the river is boom ing and that we are
going to have a hard time to hold our
ja m , they’ ll let loose those 12.000,000
on us. T h ey’ ll break the jam or d y 
namite It, or som ething. And let me
tell you that a very few logs hitting
the tail o f our jam wall start the whole
shooting match so that no power on
earth can stop it.”
“ I don’ t im agine they’d think o f do
ing that,” began W allace by w ay o f
assurance.
“ Think o f it! You don ’t know them.
T h ey’ ve thought o f everything.
You
don ’t know that man Daly. Ask Tim.
H e'll tell you.”
“ W ell, the” “ I ’ve got to send a man up there
right aw ay. Perhaps w e can get there
in time to head them off. They have
to send their man ov er” — He cast his
eye rapidly over the men.
“ I don ’ t know ju st w ho to send.
There isn’ t a good enough woodsm an
in the lot to make Siscoe Falls through
the w oods a night like this. The river
trail is too long, and a cut through the
w oods is blind.”
W ith infinite difficulty and caution
they reached the shore.
Across the
gleam ing logs shone dim ly the lanterns
at the scene o f work, ghostly through
the rain. Beyond, on either side, lay
im penetrable, drenched darkness rack
ed by the wind.
“ I w ouldn’ t w an t to tackle it,” pant
ed Thorpe.
“ I f it w asn ’t for that
cursed tote road betw een Sadler &
Sm ith’ s I w ouldn’ t w orry. It's just too
easy for them.”
Behind them the jam cracked and
shrieked and groaned.
Occasionally
w as heard beneath the sharper noises
a dull boom as one o f the heavy tim
bers. forced by the pressure from its
resting place, shot into the air and fell
back on the bristling surface.
“ Tim Shearer m ight do it,” suggested
Thorpe, “ but I hate to spare him.”
H e picked his rifle from its rack and
thrust the m agazine full o f cartridges.
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“ Come on, Wallace,” said he. “ W e’ll
hunt him up.”
They stepped again into the shriek
and roar o f the storm, bending their
heads to its power, but indifferent to
the rain. The sawdust street was sat
urated like a sponge. They could feel
the quick w ater rise about the pressure
at their feet. From the invisible houses
they heard a Steady monotone of flow
ing from the roofs. Far ahead, dim in
the mist, sprayed the light o f lanterns.
Suddenly Thorpe felt a touch on' his
arm. Faintly he perceived at his elbow
a face from which the w ater streamed.
“ Injun Charley!” he cried. "The very
m an!”

1905.

he would have escaped quite unnoticed
had not a sudden shifting o f the logs
under his feet compelled him to rise for
a moment to his full height. So Wallace* Carpenter, passing from his bed
room along the porch to the dining
room, became aware of the man on the
logs.
His first thought was that something
demanding instant attention had hap
pened to the boom. He therefore ran
at once to the man’ s assistance, ready
to help him personally or to call other
aid as the exigency demanded. Owing
to the precarious nature of the passage
he could not see beyond his feet until
very close to the workm an. Then he
looked up to find the man, squatted on
the boom, contemplating him sardonic
CH APTER X X X II.
APIDLY Thorpe explained what ally.
“ D yer!” he exclaimed.
was to be done and thrust his
“ Right, my sou.” said the other
rifle into the Indian’s hands.
_____ The latter listened in silence coolly.
“ What are you doing?”
and stolidity, then turned and without
“ I f you want to know, I am filing
a w ord departed swiftly in the dark
ness. The two white men stood a min this chain."
W allace made one step forw ard and
ute attentive. Nothing w as to be heard
but the steady beat of rain and the so became aware that at last firearms
were taking a part in this desperate
roaring o f the wind.
game.
Near the bank o f the river they en
“ You stand still!” commanded Dyer
countered a man visible only as an un
certain black outline against the glow from behind the revolver. " I t ’s unfor
o f tlie lanterns beyond. Thorpe, stop tunate for you that you happened
ping him, found Big Junko.
"T h is is no time to quit,” said Thorpe
sharply.
“ I ain't quittin’,” replied Big Junko.
“ W here are you going, then?”
Junko was partially and stam m ering
ly unresponsive.
“ Looks bad.” commented Thorpe.
“ Y ou’d better get back to you r job .”
“ Yes,” agreed Junko helplessly. In
the momentary slack tide o f work the
giant had conceived the idea o f search
ing odt the driver crew for purposes of
pugilistic vengeance. T horpe’s suspi
cions stung him. but his simple mind
could see no direct way to explanation.
All night long in the chill o f a spring
rain and wind storm the Fighting Forty
and certain o f the mill crew* gave them
selves to the labor of connecting the
slanting stone cribs so strongly by
means o f heavy timbers chained end to
end that the pressure of a break in the
jam m ight not sweep aside the de
fenses. W allace Carpenter, Shorty, the
chore boy. and Anderson, the barn boss,
picked a dangerous passage back and
forth carrying pails of redtiot coffee
Which Mrs. Hathaway constantly pre
pared. The cold water numbed the
men's hands.
W ith difficulty could
they manipulate the heavy chains
through the auger holes; with pain they
tw isted knots, bored holes. They did
■11'oil stand still!
not com plain. Behind them the jam
quivered perilously near the bursting along, because how you’ll have to come
point. From it shrieked aloud the de with me till this little row is over. You
mons .of pressure. Steadily the river won’t have to stay long. Your logs ’ ll
rose an inch an hour. The key might go out in an hour. I’ll just trouble
snap at any given moment, they could you to go into the brush with me for
not tell, and with the rush they knew awhile.”
The scaler picked his file from beside
very well that themselves, the tug and
the disabled pile driver would be swept the weakened link.
“ W hat have you against us, anyway.
from existence. The worst of it w as
that the blackness shrouded their ex  Dyer?” asked Wallace. His quick mind
perience into uselessness. They were had conceived a plan. At the moment
utterly unable to tell by the ordinary he was standing near th e ' outermost
edge o f the jam. but now as he spoke
visual symptoms how near the jam
he stepped quietly to the boom log.
might be to collapse.
Dyer’ s black eyes gleamed at him
H ow ever, they persisted, as the old
time river, man alw ays does, so that suspiciously, but the movement appear
when dawn appeared the barrier was ed wholly natural in view o f the re
continuous and assured. Although the turn to shore.
pressure o f the river had already forced
“ Nothing,” he replied. “ I didn’ t like
the logs against the defenses, the latter your gang particularly, but that’s noth
held the strain well.
ing.”
’ W hy do you take such nervy
The storm had settled into its gait.
Overhead the sky w as filled with gray, :hances to injure us?”
queried Car
beneath which darker scuds flew across penter.
“ Because there’s something in it.”
the zenith before a how ling southwest
wind. Out in the clear river one could snapped the scaler. “ Now. about face.
hardly stand upright against the gusts. M osey!”
In the fan of many directions furious
Like a flash, W allace wheeled and
squalls swept over the open water be
dropped into the river, swim m ing as
low the booms, and an eager boiling fast as possible below water before
current rushed to the lake.
his breath should give out. The sw ift
Thorpe now gave orders that the tug current hurried him away. When at
and driver should take shelter. A few last he rose for air the spit o f Dyer’ s
mom ents later he expressed himself as pistol caused him no uneasiness.
A
satisfied.
The dripping crew, their moment later he struck out boldly for
harsh faces gray in the half light, shore.
picked their way to the shore.
W hat D yer’s ultimate plan might be
In the darkness o f that long night’ s he could not guess. He had stated con
work no man knew his neighbor. Men fidently that the jam would break “ iu
from the river, men from the mill, men an hour.” He might intend to start it
from the yard, all w orked side by side
with dynamite. W allace dragged him
Thus no one noticed especially a tall, self from the w ater and commenced
slender, but well knit individual dress breathlessly to run toward the board
ed in a faded m ackinaw and a limp ing house.
slouch hat which he w ore pulled over
D yer had already reached shore.
his eyes. This young fellow occupied W allace raised what w as left o f his
him self with the chains. Against the voice in a despairing shout. The scaler
racing current the crew held the ends m ockingly w aved his hat. then turned
o f the heavy booms w hile he fastened and ran sw iftly and easily tow ard the
them together. He worked well, but shelter o f the woods. At their border
seemed slow. Three tim es Shearer hus he paused again to bow in derision.
tled him on after the others had finish Carpenter’s cry brought men to the
ed, examining closely the work that boarding house door. From the shad
had been done.
On the third occa ow s o f the forest tw o vivid flashes cut
sion he shrugged his shoulder some the dusk. Dyer staggered, turned com 
what impatiently.
pletely about, seemed partially to re
The men straggled to shore, the cover and disappeared.
An instant
young fellow just described bringing later, across the open space where the
up the rear.
He walked as though scaler had stood, with rifle a-trail, the
tired out. hanging his head and drag Indian leaped in pursuit.
ging his feet.
W hen, however, the
boarding house door had closed on
C H A PTE R X X X III.
the last o f those w h o preceded him and
“ -j . j H A T is it?” “ W hat is the mat
the town lay deserted in the dawn he
1m l
ter?” “ W hat the ------’s up?’
suddenly became transformed. Cast
■|
“ W hat’ s happened?” burst on
ing a keen glance right and left to be
W allace in a volley.
sure o f his opportunity he turned and
“ It's D yer!” gasped the young man.
hurried recklessly back over the logs
to the center boom s. There he knelt "I found him on the boom ! He held
me up with a gun while he filed the
and busied himself with the chains
In his zigzag progression over the boom chains between the center piers.
jam he so blended with the morning They’re just ready to go. I got away
by diving.
Hurry and put in a new
shadows as to seem one o f them, and
chain. You haven’t got much time!”

R

“ H e’s a goner now,” interjected Sol
ly grim ly. “ Charley Is on his trail—
and he is hit.”
Thorpe’s intelligence leaped promptly
to the practical question.
“ Injun Charley — where’d he coma
from ?
I sent him up to Sadler &
Sm ith’ s.
It’s twenty miles, even
through the w oods.”
As though by way o f colossal answer
the w hole surface o f the jam moved
Inw’ ard and upward, thrusting the logs
bristling against the horizon.
“ She’s going to break!” shouted
Thorpe, starting on a run toward the
river. “ A chain, quick!”
The men followed, strung high with
excitement. Hamilton, the journalist,
paused long enough to glance up
stream. Then he, too, ran after them,
scream ing that the river above w as full
o f logs. By that they all knew that
Injun Charley’s mission had failed and
that som ething under 10,000,000 feet o f
logs were racing dow n the river like so
many battering rams.
At the boom the great jam w as al
ready a-tremble with eagerness to
spring. Indeed a miracle alone seemed
to hold the timbers in their place.
“ It’s death, certain death, to go out
on that boom ,” muttered Billy Mason.
Tim Shearer stepped forward coolly,
ready as alw ays to assume the perilous
duty. H e w as thrust back by Thorpe,
w ho seized the chain, cold-shut and
hammer which Scotty Parsons brought
and ran lightly out over the booms,
shouting:
“ B ack! B ack! Don’t follow me, on
your lives! K eep ’em back, Tim !”
The sw ift w ater boiled from under
the booms. Bang! smash! bang! crash
ed the logs a mile up stream, but plain
ly audible above the waters and the
wind. Thorpe knelt, dropped the coldshut through on either side o f the
weakened link and prepared to close it
w ith his hammer. He intended further
to strengthen the connection with the
other chain.
“ Lemme hold her for you. You can’ t
close her alone,” said an unexpected
voice next his elbow.
Thorpe looked up in surprise and an
ger. Over him leaned Big Junko. The
men had been unable to prevent his
follow ing. Animated by the blind de
votion of the animal for its master and
further stung to action by that mas
ter’s doubt of his fidelity, the giant had
followed to assist as he m ight
“ Yon fool." cried Thorite, exasperat
ed, then held the hammer to him.
“ Strike while I keep the chain under
neath!” he commanded.
Big Junko leaned forward to obey,
kicking strongly his calks into the
barked surface o f the boom log. The
spikes worn blunt by the river work
already accomplished, failed to grip.
Big Junko slipped, caught himself by
an effort, overbalanced in the other di
rection, and fell into the stream. The
current at once swept him away, but
fortunately in such a direction that he
[T o be Continued.]

TWO OPEN LETTERS
IMPORTANT TO MARRIED WOMEN
Mrs. Mary Dimmick o f W ashington tells
H ow Lydia S. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Com pound M ade Her W ell.

It is with great pleasure we publish
the follow ing letters, as they convinc
ingly prove the claim we have so many
times made in our columns that Mrs.

Pinkham , o f Lynn. Mass , is fu lly qualb
fiedto give h elpfu l advice to sick women,
Read Mrs. Dimm ick’s letters.
Her first le tte r :
Dear Mrs. Pinkham :—
“ I have been a sufferer for the past eight
▼ears with a trouble which first originated
from painful menstruation—the pains were
excruciating, with inflammation and ulcera-,
tion of the womb. The doctor says I must
have an operation or I cannot live. I do not
want to submit to an operation if I can possi
bly avoid it. Please help me.”—Mrs. Mary
Dimmick, Washington, D. C.
Her second le t t e r ;
Dear Mrs. Pinkham :—
“ You will remember my condition when I
last wrote you, and that the doctor said I
must have an operation or I could not live.
I received your kind letter and followed your
advice very carefully and am now entirely
well. As my case was so serious it seems a
miracle that I am cured. I know that I owe
not only my health but my life to Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and to vour
advice. I can walk miles without an ache or
a pain, and I wish every suffering woman
would read this letter and realize what you
Can do for them.”—Mrs. Mary Dimmick, 59th
and East Capitol Streets^ Washington, D. C.

How easy it was for Mrs. Dimmick to
write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, Mass.,
and how little it cost her—a two-ceni
stamp. Yet how valuable was the reply!
As Mrs. Dimmick says—it saved her life.
Mrs. Pinkham has on file thousands
o f just such letters as the above, and
offers ailing women helpful advice.
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Fly Rod's Note Book,
One day recently I passed sometime
at the attractive store at Haines Land
ing o f “ Nash of Maine.”
The fame Mr Nash has gained
mounting fish is almost world wide.
I was greatly pleased with the novelties he has in nature woods which he
makes at his home in Norway. The
cute little log cabin inkstands every
one is taking home for a reminder of
their trip to Rangeley. There are card
receivers, pin trays, mugs, and a large
variety o f useful things.
“ Have you any big fish to mount this
year?” I asked.
‘ ‘Just come into the work room and
see for yourself,” he answered.
There I saw the skin of the big trout
Mr. Spaulding caught off Bemis wharf,
the one Mrs. Hutchinson o f N. J., took
off Birch Point, and several six and
eight pound salmon, for more have
been brought in to mount this spring
than ever before so early in the season.
I then called at the neat little store
o f Walter Hind’s on the other side of
the road near Page’s.
There I was greeted by an old friend,
Thomas A. James one o f the best tax
idermists in our state, who has charge
o f the business for Mr. Hinds here.
They have a large collection o f fur
rugs, such as have not before been
seen here, and fish mounted in a new
very life like manner.
“ Are you taking in many fish to
mount like that?” I asked.
“ Oh yes, look at this keg o f skins,”
and he lifted the cover for me to see
more than twenty skins of trout and
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H O TE LS A N D CAMPS.

H O TELS AND CAMPS.
ly held the rod between his knees, j
grasped the line in his left hand and !
Aroostook County,
pulled, holding it with his teeth, taking |
a new hold as fast as a foot or two of
V ia O x b o w , M e .
the line was brought in as the fish came A tk in s’s Camps. Famous for Moose, deer and
fish. Write for special small maps and circu
j up onto the wharf flopping and jumping big
lar to
W. M. Atkins, Oxbow, Me.
for his life, the biggest trout that has
Via O x b o w , M e .
j been seen at Bemis for years, 8 pounds Spider Lake Camps. Good camps. Unexcelled
in trout fishing. Good accommodations. Allegash
,10 ounces by J h e ^ Fairbanks ^scales ~
the store. This trout is at Nash’s to trips a specialty. Address,
Arbo & Libby, Oxbow, Me.
be mounted.
______
By train that evening I came to
Mountain View House, and just as I
reached the piazza many o f the guests
were going down to the lake shore “ to
see that big salmon.”
There was V. F. Printice of W orces
ter and his guide, Bert Herrick who
had been fishing, and Mr. Printice as
the salmon was being Weighed, ex
claimed “ Just what I have been fishing
for, for the past ten years a 9 1-2 pound
salmon,’ ’ and there are just as big fish
i in the Rangeley lake as have ever been
caught.
______
j was burryjng to take Capt. Barker’ s
steamer one day recently when one o f
the guides, Orin Dyke, said, “ Just wait
a second Fly Rod and look into this box,
how is that for a fish story?”
There was as fine a pair o f salmon as
one often sees, 8 and 9 pounds each.
Such a smile as the lucky anglers had
j as I shook hands with them and offered
congratulations to T. J. McDonald and
C. W. Holmes o f Lowell, who were at
their camp at Black Point, just above
Upper Dam, for their spring fishing
trip.

There is just one other good fish story
that I ’ll reel off.
Adam Cook o f Malden, who is at
salmon that the fishei men have bioug it £ ange2ey Lak;e House with his friend
in to have mounted for their homes to i Chas< p Stevens, went fishing one ;day
prove the fish yarns they lee oi
recently for the first time in his life.
their city friends.
Mr. Stevens had taken great pains
Such a handsome collection o f boxes, to rig him out in proper style, even to
frames etc., made o f birch bark loaning him a steel rod.
Aaron Soule
and a thorough line o f everything be was his guide and knows well how to
longing to the taxidermic art.
coach a new beginner in the art o f
A t the Rangeley Lake House the angling.
popular head bellman, W. G. Hill who
Mr. Cook’ s first adventure was with
is employed by W. D. Hinds has charge a sunken stump; that he did not land,
o f the business there and has fine speci- but broke the tip o f his rod_ He said>
mens in the hotel office.
“ That doesn’t make ;<ny difference, I
To ride in a Stanley auto, with Frank can fish just as w ell!” and fish he did,
E. Stanley at the wheel the inventor, with two sections o f the rod, and was
the Franklin county boy we are all so j soon telling Aaron to, “ Row, row it is a
proud of, has always been my cesire, salmon this tim e.”
The fish made many a wild leap into
and last week it was my pleasure with
Mrs. J. B. Marble to accept the invita the air, but Mr. Cook held on, and
tion of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley and such pulled the line in, and after a good bat
tle, a 6 pound salmon was in the boat.
a delightful ride as we had!
The ease with which the auto went
“ I told you the rod was all right and
quickly up the hill, I began to realize as that I could fish,” remarked Mr. Cook
never before that “ The poetry of mo who by this time had been converted in
tion is a spin in an auto.”
We went to a genuine, enthusiastic, Rangeley
half way down to Haines Landing, fisherman. Luck was with him and be
made a turn in a field where we went to fore the day was ended he had landed
two more salmon that weighed 3 pounds
call at a camp and back to the hotel in each, and several smaller ones.
less than an hour. I don’t know much
F ly R od.
about auto’ s but if there is one that can
go up hill any quicker I would like to
take a ride in it.
A n Anirpzd s to r y For
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley their daughter
and husband Mr. and Mrs. E. M. HalLittle FolK*
lett of Newton and their friends Geo.
Hall and wife of the same city left
their home Monday and came to Poland
Springs a distance o f 156 miles.
The next day they went to Kingfield
An old lion named Leo, w ho had lived
and Wednesday a. m. came over to in a circus tent fo r many years, grew
Rangeley via Coplin. Mr. Stanley says very tiled o f the life he led and said;
one of the best roads in Maine is around
“ Here 1 am caged up, with only half
enough to eat, and all these strange
by Green’ s Farm.
The party are now making trips to people staring at me, and the men w in
run this show make all o f the money
different places in the Rangeleys.

The Discontented Lion

and have a good time too.

I’m tired

I stopped at Bemis one day rceently o f it and intend to escape at the very
just long enough to eat a good dinner first opportunity, find a partner and go
and learn the best fish story thus far of into business for m yself.”
So one morning when the animal
the season.
From the Bemis wharf different ones keeper opened the barred door to feed
the lion old Leo gave one spring.
have often declared they had seen a big
trout swimming around. All agreed it
was a big fellow, an old settler o f
Bemis bay.
All kinds of tempting bait had been
dangled before his nose, but the old
beauty did not feel hungry or had pre
haps by an experience of his own in by
gone days learned not to yield to temp
tation.
The old old story, so much like human
life has been repeated however and Mr.
Trout has been hooked and this is the
^
.. . -sggggg
.
ctory:
ttTiirrr*
E.
J. Spaulding who for several years
has been in Capt. Barker’ s employ hav
HE WAS FAR OUT IN THE COUNTRY.
ing charge o f the store, was most un
fortunate years ago and lost his right knocked over the keeper and did not
arm, yet he seems to accomplish every stop running until lie w as far out in
the country, tired, thirsty and hungry.
thing he undertakes.
All the fishing tackle about the place The next morning he started out to
was in use, except one old rod and reel look for partners, but as soon as
any of the other animals sawr him
with some forty feet o f cotton line
they would run away In terror, never
that no one thought of using.
giving Leo the opportunity to tell of
Business was dull and Mr. Spaulding his wonderful plans.
having a few minutes leisure, took
After wandering about for several
this old rod, and putting some nice fat days without being able to find any
angle worms on the hook, went out on thing to eat he determined to go back
to the wharf a few feet from the store, to the circus, but when he reached the
town the circus had left, and, as every
dropped the hook into the water.
Quickly there was a splash and a fight one was afraid of Leo, some men form
ed a company, armed themselves and
for Mr. Trout had yielded to the temp
Bhot him on sight
tation o f a good supper. Off came the
Moral.—Don’t be too ambitious.—At
reel, but the one armed fisherman final- testa Constitution.

Kennebec County.
So. S m it h f ie l d , M e .
N orth Pond Camps. Situated on one of the
seven famous Belgrade Lakes. Bass and trout
fishing unexcelled. Log cabins with open stone
fireplaces, and camps connected with large farm
of 300 acres. New booklet for 1905 just out Send
for one.
Edw. W. Clement, So. Smithfielw, Me.
B e l g r a d e L a k e s , Me .

The B elgrade. Best sportsman’s hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, best
trout fishing in Maine. Chas. A. Hill & Son, Mg’rs.

Franklin County,

M er cer, M e.

Cottage's to Rent on the Belgrade lakes, all fur
nished at low rates. Nice sandy beach. Address,
J. Littlefield, Mercer, Me.
Telephone connections.

R an geley L akes.

Camp Bemis, Tlie Birelies, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
Capt. F. C. Barker, Prop’r, Bemis.

Oxford County.
Via R u m f o r d F a l l s .

R a n g e l e y L a k e s , Me .

Upper Dam House. Famous fishing. Send for
circular. John Chadwick & Co., Upper Dam, Me.

Penobscot County.
B a n g o r , M a in e .

Bangor House, distributing point for Moosehead
Lake, Aroostook and Washington counties.
H. A. Chapman & Son, Proprietors.

Piscataquis County.
On a w a , M e.

Camp Onawa. Do not write us for accommodations
during July, August or first half of September,
as all are taken. If you wish to come this month
or last part of September for fishing, or during
the fall for moose, deer, bear, birds or small game.
Write us at once. Young & Buxton, Onawa, Me.

Mountain View House isoneof the most modern,
up to date summer homes in the state of Maine.
Its beautiful location at the foot of Rangeley
lake on a picturesque cove, gives it many at
tractions, while the best of fishing is within close
proximity. The boating and canoeing are the
best on the lake; the drives are unsurpassed for
beautiful scenery and the woods around are filled
with delightful paths and trails. Croquet and
tennis grounds adjoin the house. The cuisine is
of the best; fruit,vegetables, fish and game in
their season with plenty of milk and cream. Pure
spring water is furnished the house from a spring
above. Rooms large, well lighted and pleasant.
Hunters find plenty of deer, partridge and wood
cock in the woods near by.
Send.for 1905 booklet to
L. E. Bowley, Mountain View House,
Mountain View, Rangeley Lakes, Me.

Somerset County.
J a c k m a n , M e ., P. O.

Gerard's Camps on Little Spencer Waters of Big

Spencer Lake. The place to come for trout and
togue. Good camps, good Rangeley boats and
good trails to all of the outlying ponds. Good
fishing in the big lake in front of the cabins as
soon as the ice goes out. Come early and see for
yourselves.
Thomas Gerard, Prop’r., Jackman, Me.

Via B in g h a m .
Carry P onds Camps. Write me for information
before deciding where to go for a fishing trip or
an outing. Fine fly fishing at these camps. Only
two hours’ walk to Pierce Pond where the large
salmon are taken. Special attention given to fam
E u stis , M e .
ilies during the summer months.
Ronm l Mountain Lake Camps. Located in the
Henry J. Lane, Bingham, Me.
I heart of the Maine woods, 10 miles from Eustis.
Best of trout fishing; at all times, both lake and
Flag staff, Me.
stream. Fine hunting, large and small game.
The F lagstaff. Fishermen, tourists and hunters
\Detached log cabins, open fires.
find this an ideal place to spend their vacation.
Round Mountain Lake Camps,
Salmon and square tailed trout are found in near
Dion O. Blackwell, Mgr.,
by lakes, while pickerel fishing in Flagstaff pond
Eustis, Franklin County, Me.
is unsurpassed. Moose, deer and black bears are
New York office, Room 29, 335 Broadway.
found here. Small game in abundance. Duck
shooting unexcelled. A delightful fifty mile canoe
W eld, Me.
trip to Big Spencer lake.
“ Eureka." The best place in Maine for fishing.
Frank Savage Jr., Flagstaff, Me.
Trout, salmon and bass. Send for booklet.
The Maples, F. W. Drew, Mgr., Weld. Me.
Via C a r a t u n k , M e .
Pierce Pond Camps 31-2 miles from river. Pierce
R an ge ley L ak es.
Pond. Largest salmon in Maine. C. A. Spaulding.
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of
Washington County.
Bald Mountain in a grood fishing and hunting sec
tion. ^Steamboat accommodations O. K. Tele
Gr a n d L a k e S t r e a m , M e .
phone at camps. Two mails daily. Write for
The Birches. Come here for your fall hunting.
free circular to
Frank H. Ball.
Amos Ellis, Prop’r, Bald Mountain, Me.
Via F a r m in g t o n .
Clear W ater Camps. First-class fishing.
E. G. Gay, Route 1, Farmington, Me.
D e a d R iv e r R egion .

Greene’s Farm is headquartei-s at the entrance
to the Dead River region. Trains run within less
than a quarter of a mile o f my house and are met
by my teams.
eople stopping at my house over
night can take the train, arriving in Boston at 9
p. m. There are plenty of deer in this section.
I. W. Greene, Prop’r, Coplin, Me.
St r a t t o n , M e .

Hotel Blanchard. Centrally located in the Dead
River region. Good table and clean beds. Good
livery connected. Parties taken to any and all
camps in this section at reasonable rates.
E. H. Grose, Prop’r, Stratton, Me.
N ea r R angeley.

Point Pleasant. Stop and consider. This is a
nice place to spend a summer vacation. For rates
and particulars correspond with
Hinkley & Roberts, Rangeley, Me.

fast seizes a fly or insect that floats on
the smooth surface o f the lake.
Many a morning at 4 a. m. I have
come forth from a cottage on the shore
o f Lake Kezar, where I spend my summer vacation, and taking down my <
fishing tackle, gone down to my boat
;ind cowed out to the reefs by a neigh- i
boring island; and there alone in the 1
sweetest communion with nature, se
cured a good morning’s catch o f black •
bass, each fish weighing from 2 io 4
pounds. I would return to camp by ]
6.30 a. m. and then be ready for my i
breakfast for which I had a great rel
ish.
It was on one o f these morning ex
cursions that I saw the most beautiful
sight o f my life. It rained the previ- •'
ous night and heavy black clouds hung
low and threatenin upon the moun
tains in the west. In the east streaks
of yellow
light burst through the
broken clouds. Not a breeze disturbed
the glassy surface of the water as I
rowred my lo a t to my favorite fishing
spot. The shore, studded with birch»
and pine, the blue mountains and the
dark purple clouds were perfectly re
flected in the waters around me. The
^
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FISHING EARLY IN THE MORNING.

clouds in the west drew nearer, the
light in the east grew stronger, and
! burning the clouds away from the east,
|the sun appeared above the horizon and
threw its strong red and yellow rays
into the purple clouds o f the west
|Suddenly there sprung up from the
western shore near me a bit 'of rain
bow. It slowly grew larger. It was
beautifully reflected in the calm waters.
G r a n d L a k e St r e a m , M e .
Ouananielie Lodge and Sunset Camps. For
fifty years Grand Lake Stream has been known to It increased in length till touching the
a few as the greatest landlocked salmon proposi shore at two points and with its reflec
tion in America, but this few kept it to themselves.
Lately the Washington County Ry. have extensive tion in the water it formed a perfect
ly circulated literature.. and it is better known.
Moosehead waters claim 3 tons of game fish taken circle. This phenomenon painted upon
in 1904. Grand Lake yielded over 5 tons,not much I those clouds of the morning, encircling
use saying more. Good vacation, game and fish
ing country. Good hunting obtained in a day’s a cloud shadowed landscape, all reflect
distance from village. Circulars.
W. G. Ross.
ed in the dark blue waters, wa. a pic
ture o f nature’ s own painting that
New Hampshire.
showed a power both creative and di
R an ge ley Lakes.
Lakeside House, on Umbagog, a most picturesque vine. Overpowered by this revelation
retreat, charming scenery, beautiful drives, excel of rough elements combining in form
lent boating, good fishing. Send for booklet.
; the beautiful, I ceased my fishing,
E. H. Davis, Proprietor, Lakeside, N. H.
looked steadily at the works o f Goa,
the wonders o f a morning befoi'e me,
FISHING EARLY IN THE MORNING |till it vanished and the day broke clear.
Then I padd ed to camp, repeating to
{Affords Manifold Pleasures One Cannot myself, “ How wonderful are Thy
works, O God.”
J o h n B. M a r t in .
Realize Later In the Day.

O n P h il l ip s & R an geley ' R a il r o a d .

R u m f o r d F a l l s , June 12, 1905.
R ed in gton Camps and Cottages. Good accom
modations, with best fishing and hunting. One j T o the E ditor o f M a in e W o o d s :
minute’s walk from Redington station. Write for
I pity the sport who rises late in the
circular.
J. F. Hough. Prop’r.,
P. O. Rangeley, Me.
morning and goes fishing in the afterR a n g e l e y , M a in e -

51 unyou Springs Hotel and Camps on the shore
of Rangeley Lake, Maine. Elevation 1500 feet.
Bathing, Canoeing, Fishing. Open June to No
vember. Circulars.
H.A. Haskell, Proprietor, Rangeley, MeS k in n e r , M e .

L og Cabin Retreat. Finest fishing and deer
hunting in Maine. Send for circular.
Log Cabin Retreat, Skinner, Me.
P h il l ip s , M e .

P h illip s Hotel. Carriage m eets all trains. Good
fishing.
C. A. Mahoney, Prop’r.
H a in e s L a n d in g , M e .

M ooselook meguntie
House offers excellent ac
commodations t o sports
men. It is in close prox
imity to the best fishing the
lake offers. No hay fever.
Address from Nov. until
May, Theo. L. Page. Prop.,
Senate Cafe, Washington,
]D. C. After May 1, Haines
Landing, Me.
A t F ar m in gto n .

Tlie Stoddard House is delightfully located for
those wishing to spend the vacation among the
hills and near good fishing and hunting. Write
for particulars.
W. H. McDonald, Prop’ r., Farmington, Me.
V ia R a n g e l e y .

Konnobago Lake House on the shore of Kennebago Lake. One of the best fishing sections.
Good fishing every day in the season. Excellent
accommodations. Address,
Richardson Bros., Proprietors,
Kennebago, Me.
D e a d R ive r R egion .

The New Sliaw House, Eustis. Maine, a modern

hotel and open to sportsmen. No better hunting
anywhere. There are about 40 rooms. Corres
pondence solicited.
A. B. Sargent, Eustis, Me.
R a n g e l e y , M a in e .

Oquossoo House. Five minutes walk from sta
tion. Rates, $2 a day. Lester Thompson, Prop’ r.
E u stis , M e .

Tim Poiul Camps. Situated lin the Dead {River
Region. 2,000 feet above the sea level. In the
heart of Maine’s best fishing ground. Write! for
further particulars to
Julian K. Viles, Eustis, Me.
F our M il e s F rom R a n g e l e y .

W liorff’s Camps, Dead River Pond. P. O. Ad
dress, Rangeley, Me. Send for circular.
E. B. Whorff, Proprietor.
Via R a n g e l e y .

Y o rk 's Camps, Loon Lake. Ten Ponds. Trout,
Salmon, Birds, Deer. Canoeing, Bathing etc. A
postal brings illustrated booklet.
J. LEWIS YORK, Proprietor, Rangeley, Maine.

j noon.

He loses the best opportun
ities, not only for fish but for enjoying
the clear, cool morning breezes and the
sunrise that to my mind is as glorious
as the sunset. Why should the poet
always direct our attention to some
closing event? We, the living, must
always hear a dirge about a closing
day, year or life. Is the closing more
beautiful than the opening? Is birth
always to go unnoticed, while the sen
timent o f a closing life be printed and
circulated among us, the living? Nay!
Give me life, vigorous and joyous life.
Let me breathe the pure air o f morning.
Let me hear o f the beauties o f the day
being ushered in after a period o f dark
ness. Let me welcome the newborn
babe.
Let me live life, not death.
Let me be associated with life, not the
passing away o f things. Let me be
inspired by the brilliant, cheering rays
o f a morning’s sun, rather than made
melancholy by the soft silent disap
pearing o f day into a night o f gloom.
Early hours afford manifold pleas
ures that the later ones cannot supply.
Fishing early in the morning not only
brings good luck by filling your basket,
but you are introduced to many things
o f nature that otherwise go unnoticed.
You are in the midst o f an awakening
to life of all creatures. The bird be
gins his morning song as soon as the
first gleam appears in the east. He
sings a cheerful lay full o f hope and
life. He breakfasts early upon the
Worms and insects who inhabit the sur
face o f the earth at night and are^late
in getting back to cover. The squirrel
is alive to his morning needs. He
scurries here and there searching for
that which sustains his life. Splashes
o f water are heard, and looking in the
direction o f the disturbance, one .‘■ees a
continuous ring of wavelets widen and
widen as they hasten away from the
spot where a fish in search for break-
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Price 2SCW.

THE ANGLERS
2 ^ ANNUAL.
Disclosing Hie haunts and habits
of Ihe popular sporlfny fishes, and
the favorite bails, rods and lockfc
of the expert angler*. s<f ^

MAINE WOODS, Phillips, Maine.
T ~

•
you
the Famous Book on Campini
in Maine and New Brunswick; exciting; and in
structive. How to cam p out is told in a most en
tertainmg way by E. W. Burt in his 200 page bool
Lamp Fires m the Wilderness. Twenty-four pbo
tographs of the woods. Send for it $1.00,fo
with M a in e W oods one year $2.00.
MAINE WOODS, Phillips’ Maine.

